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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The City of Bellingham Department of Parks and Recreation contracted with Applied 
Research Northwest (ARN) to conduct a survey of 300 Bellingham residents.  This 
survey was a part of the planning process for updating the City’s six-year Park, 
Recreation and Open Space Plan.  The purpose of the survey was to help identify 
people’s priorities and preferences for parks and open space in Bellingham.   
 
Included in the survey were questions about current park usage, satisfaction with park 
facilities, and attitudes towards potential park projects and funding.   
 
A web survey was administered during this same period.   The survey was accessible 
through a link on the City of Bellingham website.  During this period 460 cases were 
collected and have been summarized in a separate report.  
 
Frequency of park visits 
Respondents were asked about the frequency of their park usage.  Nearly half of 
respondents said that they have used park facilities more than 40 times in the past year.  
Factors that appear to have an impact on park usage include household location.  Not 
surprisingly, proximity of the household to trails and parks was related to frequency of 
park visits.  Also, living south of Lakeway was related to park visits.  Age also played a 
role with respondents in the middle range of ages (35 to 54) visiting with the highest 
frequency. 

 
Household proximity to trails and parks 
Most respondents (83%) said they live within walking distance of a trail.  A slightly 
smaller but comparable majority said they live in walking distance to a park.  
Respondents who said they live west of I-5 were more likely than those east of I-5 to say 
they live near a park. Respondents between the ages of 35 and 54 were also more likely 
to live near a park. 
 
Participation in recreational programming 
About a third of respondents said that their household has participated in some sort of 
recreational programming in the past year.  Some groups were especially likely to have 
participated:  frequent park users, respondents under the age of 55 and respondents 
with children in the household. 
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When asked to specify what other types of recreational opportunities they would like to 
see, the responses were varied and specific.  The most common theme among these 
comments had to do with serving specific age groups (e.g. children, seniors).  Specific 
types of programming were also suggested. 
 
Facility Use 
When asked what types of park facilities members of their household have used in the 
past year, top mentions included walking and biking trails, picnic areas and open 
spaces.  The facilities used by the smallest proportion of respondents were Frisbee golf 
courses and skate parks. 
 
Frequent park users, respondents under the age of 55 and respondents with children in 
the household were more likely to have used most facilities than their counterparts.  
Other subgroups emerged in the analysis as being particularly likely to have used certain 
types of facilities.  There were some differences based on living north or south of 
Lakeway.   

 
When asked if there are any types of park facilities that they would like to use that don't 
currently exist in Bellingham about one-quarter said yes.  This was especially true of 
respondents with children in the household respondents who have used an off-leash dog 
area in the past year.  These groups were reflected in the specific types of facilities 
mentioned with greatest frequency:  more off leash dog areas, covered play spaces and 
improvements to swimming areas. 
 
Park Facilities Satisfaction 
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the facilities that they have used 
in the past year.  Top rated facilities included golf courses, the ice skating rink, walking 
and biking trails, and picnic areas.   Greatest dissatisfaction went to skate parks, boat 
launches and off-leash dog areas.  However, even the lowest rated areas garnered very 
high ratings (80% satisfied).   

 
Parks Priorities 
Respondents were presented with five possible park projects and asked to rate their 
importance for Bellingham Parks.  When looking at the overall distribution of responses, 
the most favorable ratings went to improving maintenance of existing parks and 
improving trail connectivity.  The lowest ratings went to the addition of multipurpose 
athletic fields.  
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Two subgroups yielded significantly different preferences: frequent park users were 
more likely than their counterparts to rate improving trail connectivity as extremely 
important.  The same was true for respondents with children living in the household in 
regard to the addition of multipurpose athletic fields. 

 
Prioritizing ways of improving water access 
Respondents who said that improving water access would be an important project 
ranked “trails with views of the water” as the best way to improve water access.  Also 
ranked highly was “places to wade or swim in the water”.   
 
Prioritizing improvements to existing parks 
Respondents who said that improvements to existing parks would be an important 
project were asked to specify one or two ways they would like to see the current parks 
improved.  Top mentions included general park maintenance, additions of specific 
amenities, and issues regarding bathrooms, safety, and trail connectivity.  
 
Prioritizing ways of increasing parkland in North Bellingham 
When asked to identify the most important ways to increase parkland in North 
Bellingham, the top choice was creating interconnected trail systems followed by 
increasing small neighborhood parks. 
 
Funding 
Respondents were asked to consider how the highest priority park projects (like those 
mentioned in the survey) would be funded.  A majority of respondents (74%) said they 
would be somewhat or highly likely to support such funding.  These groups were 
especially likely to be supportive of a bond or levy: frequent and moderate park users, 
respondents with children in the household and respondents aged 35-54. 
 
Although respondents were favorable of supporting a bond or levy, they had difficulty 
arriving at a number that they would be willing to pay.   A solid majority of respondents 
didn’t know or wanted more information to answer this question.  However, among those 
who did come up with a number, the average amount cited was $120.82.   
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 INTRODUCTION 

The City of Bellingham Department of Parks and Recreation contracted with Applied 
Research Northwest (ARN) to conduct a survey of Bellingham residents.  This survey 
was conducted as a part of the planning process for updating the City’s six-year Park, 
Recreation and Open Space Plan.  The purpose of the survey was to help identify 
people’s priorities and preferences for parks and open space in Bellingham.   
 
The survey consisted of 39 items, including 4 open ended questions.  The questions 
were about current park usage, satisfaction with park facilities, and attitudes towards 
potential park projects and funding.   
 
The telephone survey resulted in 300 completed surveys.  There were 929 valid phone 
contacts, yielding a response rate of 32%.  The margin of error for this research is 5.7%, 
meaning that the response frequencies should resemble that of the population, plus or 
minus 5.7%.   
 
A web survey was administered during this same period.   The survey was accessible 
through a link on the City of Bellingham website.  During this period 460 cases were 
collected and have been summarized in a separate report.  
 
A complete description of the methods used in the phone survey research is included in 
Appendix A. The frequency report, which includes the survey questions and the 
distribution of respondent answers, can be found in Appendix B.  The verbatim 
responses given to the open-ended questions can be found in Appendix C. 
 
This report uses the convention of italicizing any verbatim response option from the 
survey in an effort to fully convey the voice of the residents’ survey responses.   
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 FINDINGS 

This section of the report summarizes the responses for each survey item using text and 
graphics.  Additionally, subgroup differences are presented where relevant.   Subgroup 
analysis involved comparing smaller populations of interest to see if their responses 
differed significantly from one another.  The primary subgroups of interest were defined 
by these survey items: 

 Frequency of park use (frequent/moderate/infrequent users) 
 Living in walking distance to a park or trail (yes/no) 
 Using an off-leash dog area in the past year (yes/no) 
 Neighborhood (South/North of Lakeway and East/West of Interstate 5) 
 Age (Under 35/Ages 35-54/55+) 
 Children in the household (yes/no) 
 Gender (male/female) 

 
PARK USE 

The first set of questions had to do with park use.  Respondents were asked how 
frequently they have visited the parks, how close they live to parks and trails, and how 
often they have used parks programming and facilities. 
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Frequency of parks use 
Respondents were first asked how many times they visited any of the park facilities in 
Bellingham in the past year.  Nearly half of respondents (48%) said that they have used 
park facilities more than 40 times in the past year, with a sizable portion (39%) saying 
that they have visited parks more than 60 times.  Figure 1 shows that 5% of respondents 
surveyed have not used any park facilities in the past year.  
 
Figure 1.  How many times have you visited any of the parks, trails, or other park 
facilities in Bellingham in the past year? 

Never, 5%

1-5 times, 14%

6-10 times, 7%

11-20 times, 14%

21-40 times, 12%41-60 times, 9%

> 60 times, 39%

 
(n=300) 
 
Subgroup comparisons 
Analysis looked at which subgroups were particularly frequent users of the parks.   The 
following groups were more likely to be highly frequent users (over 60 visits) than their 
counterparts:  Respondents who lived… 

 Within walking distance of a park (43% vs 27%)  
 Within walking distance of a trail (44% vs 22%)   
 South of Lakeway (49% vs 34% of respondents living north of Lakeway) 

 
In addition, respondents between the ages of 35 and 54 were more likely to have visited 
parks more than 60 times (50% vs. 39% of younger respondents and 31% of older 
respondents).  
 
For the purposes of this report, respondents who have used the parks more than 40 
times in the past year will be called “frequent users”.  Respondents who have used the 
parks between 11 and 40 times will be called “moderate users” and respondents who 
have used the parks 10 times or less will be called “infrequent users”. 
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Household proximity to trails and parks 
Respondents were asked if they lived within walking distance to trails and parks.  They 
were informed that walking distance means about a ten minute walk or less.   Figure 2 
shows that most respondents (83%) said they lived within walking distance of a trail.  A 
slightly smaller but comparable majority said they lived in walking distance to a park 
(77%). 
 
Figure 2.  Do you live within walking distance of a trail/park? 

77

83

23

17

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Do you live within
walking distance of a

park? (n=299)

Do you live within
walking distance of a

trail? (n=292)

yes no
 

 
Subgroup comparisons 
Respondents who said they lived within walking distance of a trail were significantly 
more likely to say that they lived within walking distance of a park.  The reverse was also 
true.  Additionally, these groups were more likely to say they lived within walking 
distance of a park:  Respondents who… 

 Lived west of Interstate 5 (83% vs 74%) 
 Were between the ages of 35 and 54 (87% vs 77% of younger respondents and 64% 
of older respondents).   

 
When comparing responses of residents who lived north and south of Lakeway, 
residents from the south side were slightly more likely to say they lived within walking 
distance of a park.  This difference was approaching statistical significance (83% vs 
74%).  
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Participation in recreational programming 
Respondents were asked if they have participated in any recreational programs 
available in Bellingham.  Figure 3 shows that almost one-third of respondents (31%) said 
that they had participated in some sort of programming (by the city or otherwise) in the 
past year.  Those who had participated were more likely to be: 

 Frequent park users (46% vs 16% of infrequent and moderate park users), 
 Respondents under the age of 55 (40% vs 19%), and  
 Respondents with children in the household (55% vs 17%). 

 
Figure 3. Have you (or has anyone in your household) participated in any 
recreational programs sponsored by the City Parks Department or any other local 
agency in the last year? 

Yes, 31%

No, 69%

 
(n=293) 
 
Respondents were also asked if there were other types of recreational programs (in 
addition to the ones they already know are available) that they would like to see offered.  
Twenty-eight percent (28%) said yes.   Respondents under the age of 55 and 
respondents with children in the house were significantly more likely to say this. 
 
When asked to specify what types of recreational opportunities they would like to see, 
the responses were varied and specific.  The most common theme in these comments 
had to do with serving specific age groups.  For example, some respondents asked for 
more activities for toddlers and young children.  Their requests were fairly general and 
included more indoor programming and environmental education. 
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Respondents were more specific when requesting activities for older children, middle-
school-aged children and teens.  Suggestions included classes or programming in bikes 
and bike safety, lacrosse, hiking, archery, volleyball and service (volunteering).   
 
There were also some requests for senior-oriented programming including softball and 
aerobics.  
Other suggestions that arose more than once included: 

 Programming for the disabled 
 More outdoor concerts 
 More organized hikes and walks   
 Boating related programming (sailing, kayaking, canoeing) 
 Programs targeting lower income populations 
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Facility Use 
Respondents were asked what types of park facilities they and other members of their 
household have used in the past year.  Table 1 shows that the most popular park 
facilities were walking and biking trails with 87% of respondents saying they have used 
them.    Picnic areas (71%) and open spaces (61%) were also visited by more than half 
of the respondents.  The facilities used by the smallest proportion of respondents were 
Frisbee golf courses (11%) and skate parks (8%). 
  

Table 1.  Facilities used in the past year 

Parks Facility n %

Walking and biking trails (not mountain biking) 252 87 

Picnic areas 204 71 

Open spaces 176 61 

Playgrounds 139 48 

Outdoor swimming areas/spray parks 114 39 

Indoor Swimming Pools 112 39 

Mountain biking trails 105 36 

Outdoor athletic fields 104 36 

Off-leash dog areas 81 28 

Outdoor basketball courts 69 24 

Boat launches 67 23 

The ice skating rink 64 22 

Golf courses 60 21 

Indoor gymnasiums 56 19 

Tennis courts 53 18 

Indoor soccer fields 47 16 

Frisbee golf courses 32 11 

Skate parks 22 8 
(n=300) 
Respondents were allowed to select all that apply; numbers will total more than 100% 
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Subgroup comparisons 
Analysis showed there were significantly different usage patterns in several groups. 

 Frequent park users were significantly more likely to cite household usage of most 
facilities compared to infrequent and moderate park users.  The exceptions to this 
included playgrounds, golf courses, Frisbee golf courses, and skate parks, which 
were used equally by frequent, moderate and infrequent users. 

 Respondents under the age of 55 were significantly more likely to cite household 
usage of all facilities, with the exception of golf courses. 

 Households south of Lakeway were significantly more likely to use walking and 
biking trails, off-leash dog areas and open spaces.   

 Households north of Lakeway were more likely to use playgrounds.  (Note: 
respondents from north of Lakeway were not more likely to have children in the 
household). 

 Households within walking distance of a trail were more likely to have used walking 
and biking trails and golf courses.   

 Households within walking distance of a park were also more likely to have used 
walking and biking trails and golf courses, as well as outdoor athletic fields, indoor 
soccer fields, outdoor basketball courts and open spaces. 

 Households with children were more likely to use all facilities except off-leash dog 
areas, golf courses, Frisbee golf courses, and open spaces. 

 
Other facility needs 
Respondents were asked if there are any types of park facilities that they would like to 
use that don't currently exist in Bellingham.  Twenty-five percent (25%) said yes.  Two 
subgroups were significantly more likely to say this: 

 Respondents with children in the household (38% vs 19%) 
 Respondents who have used an off-leash dog area in the past year (37% vs 21%) 

 
When asked to specify what types of facilities they would like to see, 70 people gave 
responses.  The single most frequently cited suggestion was more off-leash dog areas.   
 
Another issue that arose with similar frequency, but with more variation in the 
specification of request, had to do with indoor and covered facilities.   Respondents 
mentioned the rainy weather and the need for indoor gymnasiums and general play 
spaces, especially for children.    

 
“It would be really nice to have a park area that you can go to in the rain that is 
covered; so in the fall and spring we could go to the park more often.” 

 
Swimming areas came up with similar frequency as well.  Mentions included more 
swimming pools, an outdoor pool, and better access to beaches. 
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Other facilities or issues that were mentioned multiple times included: 

 Tennis courts 
 Racquetball/Squash courts 
 A roller skating rink 
 Better distribution of parks  
 Canoe and kayak rentals/places to put in kayaks 
 Specific types of trails or specific improvements to trails 
 Better wheelchair access/facilities  
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PARK FACILITIES SATISFACTION 

Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the facilities that they have used 
in the past year.  Figure 4 shows the nine top-rated types of facilities.  The type of facility 
garnering the highest proportion of completely satisfied ratings was golf courses (71%) 
followed by the ice skating rink and walking and biking trails (both with 65%).  When 
combining completely satisfied and somewhat satisfied, two other facilities emerge as 
especially highly rated: picnic areas (97% satisfied) and outdoor athletic fields (96% 
satisfied). 
 
Figure 4. Satisfaction with facilities, Part 1    
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Responses are ranked by completely satisfied 
 
It is interesting to note that although skate parks ranked fairly high in terms of completely 
satisfied ratings (59%), it also had a relatively high dissatisfaction rating (18%). 
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Figure 5 shows the second half of the satisfaction ratings for Bellingham Park facilities. 
When looking at combined satisfaction scores (somewhat and completely satisfied) the 
lowest ranked facilities still satisfied approximately 8 out of 10 respondents.  
 
The areas with the highest combined dissatisfaction scores (completely and somewhat 
dissatisfied) were off-leash dog areas (20%), skate parks (18%), boat launches (18%), 
and outdoor swimming areas (11%). 
 
Figure 5. Satisfaction with facilities, Part 2 
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Subgroup differences 
Analysis of satisfaction among various subgroups did not show many significant 
differences.   

 Frequent and moderate park users were more satisfied with indoor gymnasiums and 
golf courses. 

 People who live south of Lakeway were more satisfied with golf courses. 
 People who live east of I-5 were more satisfied with both mountain biking trails and 
other walking and biking trails. 
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PARKS PRIORITIES 

Respondents were presented with some possible park projects and asked to evaluate 
the importance of the projects and to give some specific feedback about how some of 
the projects should be implemented. 
 
Possible Parks Projects Ratings 
Respondents were asked to rate the importance of five different possible park projects.  
Figure 6 shows that one-quarter (24%) of respondents said that improving trail 
connectivity and water access are extremely important.  However, when looking at the 
combined ratings of very and extremely important, improving and maintaining current 
facilities emerged as the top rated possible park project.  This project also garnered the 
smallest proportion of unfavorable ratings; 11% called it not at all or not very important 
compared to 37% who said this about adding more multipurpose athletic fields.  
 
Figure 6. Importance of possible park efforts   
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Subgroup comparisons 
Analysis found three differences among the distributions of importance ratings within the 
subgroups:    

 Respondents who live within walking distance of a trail were significantly more likely 
to rate improving water access as extremely important (28% vs 12% of those who 
don’t live near a trail). 

 Frequent park users were especially likely to rate improving trail connectivity as 
extremely important (34% compared to 18% of moderate users and 10% of 
infrequent users). 

 Respondents with children living in the household were more likely to rate the 
addition of multipurpose athletic fields as extremely important (18% vs 9%). 

 
Prioritizing ways of improving water access 
Respondents who said that improving water access would be an important project were 
asked to select the top ways they would like to see this happen.  Table 2 shows that the 
highest rated way to improve water access would be to add more trails with views of the 
water (55%).  Nearly half of the respondents identified places to wade or swim in the 
water as an important way to improve access (48%).   
 

Table 2.  Most important ways to improve water access  

Type of water access n %

Trails with views of the water 128 55 

Places to wade or swim in the water 112 48 

Places to put in small boats like canoes or kayaks 88 38 

Parks with views of the water 72 31 

Other types of water access  25 11 
(n=234) 
Respondents were allowed to select their top two ways; numbers will total more than 100% 
 
Just over one in ten of these respondents (11%) selected “other types of water access”.  
When asked to specify, the two most frequent mentions were beach access and larger 
boat access, frequently mentioned in combination with other pleasure craft and water 
sports.  For example: 
 

“Just beaches; more public beaches and less privately-owned waterfront.” 
 
“Boat launch facilities for larger boats, and areas for jet-skis.” 
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Prioritizing improvements to existing parks 
Respondents who said that improvements to existing parks would be an important 
project were asked to specify one or two ways they would like to see the current parks 
improved.  The item was open ended, allowing respondents to come up with their own 
answer instead of selecting from pre-set response categories.  The responses were 
reviewed and grouped by theme into categories.  Responses were then tabulated within 
the response categories as illustrated in Table 3.  
 
Table 3.  Most important ways to improve existing parks 
Method of Improvement n %
Maintenance overall 91 42

Maintenance: general/other 39 18
Maintenance: trash/garbage 19 9 
Maintenance: drainage/mud 14 6 
Maintenance: trails 10 5 
Maintenance: landscaping  9 4 

Park amenities overall 68 31
Amenities: new/improved specific park facilities 16 7 
Amenities: seating/benches 9 4 
Amenities: parking 8 4 
Amenities: lifeguards 6 3 
Amenities: water (drinking/washing) 5 2 
Amenities: concessions/food vendors 4 2 
Amenities: other amenities 20 9 

Restrooms (maintenance, additions, access) 32 15
Safety (crime/unsafe facilities) 26 12
Trail connectivity/extending trail 25 12
More/updated/diverse/maintained playgrounds 20 9 
Dog control & clean up; enforcement of leash laws 12 6 
More/improved/maintained dog areas 11 5 
Improvements and additions to picnic areas 10 5 
Satisfied with Parks Currently 8 4 
Other 30 14

(n=216) 
 
The most frequently mentioned suggestion for improving existing parks was overall park 
maintenance (42%).   These responses were further broken down for specific types of 
maintenance.  The most common specific type of maintenance suggestion related to 
trash (9%).  There was also a theme about drainage and mud (6%) which may be 
elevated because of the time of year this survey was conducted.  
 
A second common theme was overall park amenities.  This category was also broken 
down into specific types of amenities.   The most frequent specific examples were 
requests for improved seating (4%) and parking (4%). 
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Fifteen percent (15%) of respondents mentioned restrooms.  Specific requests were for 
additional bathrooms, maintenance on bathrooms, and less bathroom closures.   
 
Other top mentions from 12% of the respondents included concerns about safety and 
requests for extended trails and improved trail connectivity. 
 
Prioritizing ways of increasing parkland in North Bellingham 
All respondents were asked to identify the most important ways to increase parkland in 
North Bellingham, and multiple ways could be selected.  Table 3 shows that creating 
interconnected trail systems was ranked first (60%) followed by increasing small 
neighborhood parks (54%).  Creating a large community park was also supported by 
42% of respondents.  
 

Table 4.  Most important ways to increase park land in North Bellingham  

Method of increasing parks n %

Create interconnected trail systems 169 60 

Increase the number of small neighborhood parks 154 54 

Create a large community park 120 42 

Something else 30 11 
(n=283) 
Respondents were allowed to select their top two ways; numbers will total more than 100% 

 
Just over one out of ten respondents (11%) said that an important way to increase park 
land in North Bellingham was “something else”.  When asked to specify what they meant 
by “something else” the responses were varied.  Some mentioned general approval for 
more parks while others gave specific suggestions for park facilities.  A minority (4%) 
took this opportunity to express opposition to more parks.   
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FUNDING 

Respondents were asked two questions about possible bonds or levies that could be 
used to cover the costs of potential future parks projects.  
 
Likelihood of support 
Respondents were first asked to consider how the highest priority park projects (like 
those mentioned in the survey) would be funded.  They were asked how likely they 
would be to support a bond or levy to cover the costs that are not already included in 
current funding.   Nearly three-quarters (74%) said they would be somewhat or highly 
likely to support such funding. 
 
Figure 7.  How likely would you be to support a bond or levy to cover the costs 
that are not already included in the current funding?  

Not at all likely, 
11%

Somewhat 
unlikely, 7%

Somewhat likely, 
36%

Highly likely, 38%

Needs more 
information , 7%

 
(n=297) 
Note: Needs more information was not presented as an option but was permitted if the respondent indicated 
they would need more information to answer the question. 

 
Subgroup comparisons 
Analysis found some differences between subgroups on this item.  These groups were 
significantly more likely to say they were highly likely to support a bond or levy: 

 Frequent and moderate park users (45% vs  21% of infrequent users) 
 Respondents with children in the household (48% vs 35%) 
 Respondents aged 35-54 (45% vs 32% of those 55 and older). 

 
In addition to these subgroups, further analysis looked to see if users of any particular 
facilities were especially likely to say they were would be supportive of funding.   For 
each type of facility, the response distribution of users was compared to non-users. The 
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following groups were significantly more likely than their counterparts to support a bond 
or levy (figures in parentheses indicate proportion of highly likely): 

 Mountain biking trails (58%) 
 Other walking and biking trails (47%) 
 Playgrounds (50%) 
 Off-leash dog areas (50%) 
 Picnic areas (46%) 
 Open spaces (49%) 

 
It is noted that these are core areas that were generally used by the highest proportion 
of park users.    
  
Willingness to pay 
Respondents were also asked how much they would be willing to pay per year for a 
bond or levy to cover new park project costs.   Most people were unwilling or unable to 
answer this question (71% said don’t know or that they needed more information).  
Among those who did provide an answer, the average amount cited was $120.82.  The 
median amount was $50.  Eight percent (8%) said they would be unwilling to pay 
anything more for parks.   
 
Figure 8.  If a bond or levy were to be put on the ballot to finance your highest 
priority projects, how much, if anything, would your household be willing to pay 
per year for this source of funding? 

Zero, 8%

Between $1 and 
$100, 14%

Between $100 
and $1000, 7%

Don't know/ 
Refused, 36%

Needs more 
information, 35%

 
(n=300)
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CONCLUSION 

Bellingham residents are actively engaged with parks.  They visit the parks with high 
frequency, are generally satisfied with the facilities and have strong feelings about the 
future of the parks.   
 
Some subgroups demonstrated particularly strong engagement.   Respondents who are 
under the age of 55 and respondents who have children in the household had distinctive 
response patterns that identified them as particularly engaged with parks.  However, 
when it came to satisfaction with facilities, there were very few differences; residents are 
satisfied across the board.    
 
Respondents showed that overall there is strong support for Bellingham focusing efforts 
on maintaining the parks that currently exist.    A second area of focus that residents 
think is important is improving trail connectivity.  This was especially important to park 
users who visit parks with the most frequency.   
 
Respondents showed that they are likely to support a bond or levy to cover costs for 
projects like these, though they would need more information to agree to the exact 
amount that they themselves would be willing to pay.  
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 APPENDIX A:  RESEARCH METHODS 
 
The survey was administered by telephone during the period from February 25th, 2008 to March 18th, 
2008 to residents of Bellingham, Washington. Only respondents that live within the city limits were 
eligible to participate in the survey. Phone numbers for the service area were supplied by a reputable 
survey sampling organization. Up to five attempts were made to contact eligible respondents within 
each household, including at least one attempt on a weekend day and at least one attempt during 
business hours. 
 
A web survey was administered during this same period (from March 3 through March 18, 2008).   The 
survey was accessible through a link on the City of Bellingham website.  During this period 460 cases 
were collected and summarized in a separate response frequency report.  
 
Call Disposition Tables 
The following table details the final calling dispositions of the City of Bellingham Parks telephone 
survey: 
 
Table A1. Call Results Summary (Phone 
Survey) 
  N
Complete 300
Partial Complete 9
Soft Refusal * 123
Refused 122
No Answer/Machine/Busy  368
Callback 7
Total Valid Contact 929
Bad Number 1350
Unable - Language 15
Unable - Physical/Mental  22
Not Qualified -- not in city 166
Already Responded 1
Max Attempts - 5x 328
Total Invalid Contacts 1882
Total 2811
Response Rate (completes/valid) 32%
Average Length of Survey 12:09
*When a respondent terminates a call prior to establishing 
eligibility, the call is coded “Soft Refusal.” Qualified respondents 
informed of the intent of the survey who refuse to participate are 
coded "refused." 

 
 
 
Data Quality 
An extensive interviewer training session was conducted as a part of the official launch of the phone 
study. This training consisted of an overview of the study’s purpose and goals. Interviewers then read 
through the survey, practiced with the script, and then made live calls to residents of Bellingham. This 
comprehensive process not only gives the interviewers invaluable experience with the survey script, 
but it also provides feedback to researchers about respondents’ understanding of the questions and 
issues raised throughout the course of an interview. 
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Respondents were prompted to provide an answer to each question using a fixed answer scale.  
Respondents that did not use the scale were prompted again with the potential choices until they 
selected the one that best fit their opinion.  Open-ended responses were typed as the respondent 
spoke, probed for clarity, then read back to the respondent for validation.  Finally, the open-ended 
items were minimally edited for readability.  
 
The overall quota of completed surveys (300) was set such that the results estimated would likely have 
less than a 6% margin of error. This level of scientific precision attenuates the chances that the 
findings presented in this report are due to chance, and makes the information reported here much 
more generalizable to the larger population. 
 
Table A2 compares the characteristics of respondents to the survey to city of Bellingham residents.  In 
telephone survey research, two populations tend to be under represented:  young adults and low 
income households.  Females are more likely to answer home telephones, and are also more likely to 
agree to participate in survey research.    Any bias due to interviewing a smaller portion of males is 
lessened by the fact that most questions related to the household rather than the individual.  Analysis 
found no differences between males and females. 
 
Readers should note that this survey likely under represents the views of people ages 18 to 24 and 
slightly over represents the views and experiences of people ages 45 and up.   
 
 

Table A2. Comparison of Sample and Population 

Age/Sex 

Survey 
Respondents 

% 

*Estimate of 
Adults in 

Bellingham % 
18 to 24 3 13 
25 to 34 14 16 
35 to 44 16 12 
45 to 54 22 14 
55 to 64 22 11 
Older than 65 21 13 

Male 38 48 
Female 62 52 

*Estimate based on 2007 census data estimates. Census data age groupings  
are similar to but not identical to those used in the survey. 
 
The survey also collected additional demographic information from respondents: geographic 
household location and the presence of children in the household. The distributions of these 
characteristics are presented in Table A3 and A4. 
 
Table A3.  Geographic Household Location  
*Location n %
Northeast Bellingham 106 36% 
Southeast Bellingham 34 11% 
Southwest Bellingham 74 25% 
Northwest Bellingham 82 28% 

(n=296) 
*These quadrants were determined by I-5 (east and west) and by  
Lakeway (north and south). 
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Table A4. Are there children under the age of 18 
living in your household?  
Children in the household n %
Yes 98 44% 
No 125 56% 

(n=223) 
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 APPENDIX B:  SURVEY ITEMS AND RESPONSE 
FREQUENCIES 

 

INTRO:   
Hello, my name is $I and I'm calling on behalf of the Bellingham Parks 
Department from Applied Research Northwest.  The City is gathering citizen 
feedback about Bellingham Parks to help guide the development of the Parks long 
range plan.  I need to speak with an adult in the household. Would that be you?  [If 
yes] Resident input like yours will help to shape how the city decides what 
changes to make over the next 6-20 years.  You have been selected to participate 
in this survey.   All of your responses are completely confidential.    [If No] Is 
there an adult in the household available? 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Able to continue ....................................................................................01   300 100% 
Not able to continue...............................................................................02   0 0% 
  

INTR2:   
Do you live in the city of Bellingham? 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   300 100% 
No............................................................................................................2   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

INFO1:   
My first set of questions has to do with the frequency of your visits to Bellingham 
Parks.   When we talk about Bellingham Parks I mean any smaller neighborhood 
parks, larger community parks, trails, open spaces or indoor facilities like gyms 
and pools within the city. 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
hit 'enter' to continue...............................................................................Y   300 100% 
  

Q1:   
How many times have you visited any of the parks, trails, or other park facilities in 
Bellingham in the past year? Would you say... 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Never .......................................................................................................0   14 5% 
1-5 times ..................................................................................................1   42 14% 
6-10 times ................................................................................................2   22 7% 
11-20 times ..............................................................................................3   42 14% 
21-40 times ..............................................................................................4   35 12% 
41-60 times, or.........................................................................................5   27 9% 
More than 60 times..................................................................................6   118 39% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q2:   
Are there other people living in your household? 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   224 75% 
No............................................................................................................2   76 25% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

INFO2:   
For the remainder of this survey, I'd like you to answer these questions on behalf 
of yourself and your household. 
N = ............................................................................................................   224 100% 
hit 'enter' to continue...............................................................................Y   224 100% 
  

Q3:   
Do you live within walking distance of a park?    [By "walking distance" I mean 
about a 10 minute walk] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   231 77% 
No............................................................................................................2   68 23% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q4:   
Do you live within walking distance of a trail?     [By "walking distance" I mean 
about a 10 minute walk] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   242 81% 
No............................................................................................................2   50 17% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   7 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q5:   
Have you (or has anyone in your household) participated in any recreational 
programs sponsored by the City Parks Department or any other local agency in the 
last year?   [Note: Recreational programs is whatever it means to you] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   90 30% 
No............................................................................................................2   203 68% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   7 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q6:   
In addition to the opportunities that you know are already available in Bellingham, 
are there other types of recreational programs that you would like to see offered?  
(IF YES) What types of recreational opportunities would you like to see offered? 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes (please specify).................................................................................1   74 25% 
No............................................................................................................2   192 64% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   28 9% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   2 1% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   4 1% 
  

INFO3:   
I am now going to read you a list of different kinds of park facilities.  I would like 
to know if you (or anyone in your household) has used each type of facility one or 
more times in the past year.  For each facility that you have used, I would like to 
know, in general, how satisfied you are with what is currently available in 
Bellingham.   Have you (or has anyone in your household) used... 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
hit 'enter' to continue...............................................................................Y   300 100% 
  

Q7:   
Tennis courts?   (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   53 18% 
No............................................................................................................2   247 82% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q7A:   
And how satisfied are you with the tennis courts that are currently available in 
Bellingham.  Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion? 
N = ............................................................................................................   53 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   24 45% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   26 49% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   2 4% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   1 2% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q8:   
Mountain biking trails?   (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned 
facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   105 35% 
No............................................................................................................2   193 64% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................3   2 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................4   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................5   0 0% 
  

Q8A:   
And how satisfied are you with the mountain biking trails that are currently 
available in Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat 
satisfied?  Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no 
opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   105 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   54 51% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   39 37% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   4 4% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   2 2% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   5 5% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 1% 
  

Q9:   
Other walking and biking trails?    (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-
owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   252 84% 
No............................................................................................................2   48 16% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q9A:   
And how satisfied are you with other walking and biking trails that are currently 
available in Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat 
satisfied?  Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no 
opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   252 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   163 65% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   82 33% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   2 1% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   4 2% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q10:   
Outdoor athletic fields?     (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned 
facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   104 35% 
No............................................................................................................2   194 65% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q10A:   
And how satisfied are you with the outdoor athletic fields that are currently 
available in Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat 
satisfied?  Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no 
opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   104 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   56 54% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   44 42% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   1 1% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   1 1% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   2 2% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q11:   
The ice skating rink?    (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   64 21% 
No............................................................................................................2   236 79% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q11A:   
And how satisfied are you with the ice skating rink that is currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   64 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   41 64% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   19 30% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   3 5% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 2% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q12:   
Indoor soccer fields?   (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   47 16% 
No............................................................................................................2   252 84% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q12A:   
And how satisfied are you with indoor soccer fields that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   47 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   28 60% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   16 34% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   3 6% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q13:   
Indoor gymnasiums?  (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   56 19% 
No............................................................................................................2   243 81% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q13A:   
And how satisfied are you with indoor gymnasiums that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   56 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   24 43% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   25 45% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   4 7% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   2 4% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q14:   
Outdoor basketball courts?    (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned 
facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   69 23% 
No............................................................................................................2   228 76% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   2 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q14A:   
And how satisfied are you with outdoor basketball courts that are currently 
available in Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat 
satisfied?  Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no 
opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   69 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   30 43% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   34 49% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   5 7% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q15:   
Playgrounds?   (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   139 46% 
No............................................................................................................2   161 54% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q15A:   
And how satisfied are you with playgrounds that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   139 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   67 48% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   61 44% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   6 4% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   1 1% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   3 2% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q16:   
Off-leash dog areas?      (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   81 27% 
No............................................................................................................2   215 72% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   4 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q16A:   
And how satisfied are you with off-leash dog areas that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   81 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   34 42% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   30 37% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   13 16% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   3 4% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 1% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q17:   
Frisbee golf courses?     (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   32 11% 
No............................................................................................................2   264 88% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   3 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q17A:   
And how satisfied are you with Frisbee golf courses that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   33 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   18 55% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   12 36% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   2 6% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   1 3% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q18:   
Golf courses?    (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   60 20% 
No............................................................................................................2   239 80% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q18A:   
And how satisfied are you with golf courses that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   60 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   42 70% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   16 27% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   0 0% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   1 2% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q19:   
Picnic areas?   (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   204 68% 
No............................................................................................................2   96 32% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q19A:   
And how satisfied are you with picnic areas that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   204 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   114 56% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   83 41% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   6 3% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   1 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q20:   
Boat launches?     (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   67 22% 
No............................................................................................................2   232 77% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q20A:   
And how satisfied are you with boat launches that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   67 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   26 39% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   27 40% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   10 15% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   2 3% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   2 3% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q21:   
Open spaces?     (F8 for info on open spaces)  (Note: the use does not have to be in 
a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   176 59% 
No............................................................................................................2   118 39% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   5 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q21A:   
And how satisfied are you with open spaces that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   176 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   109 62% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   56 32% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   9 5% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   1 1% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q22:   
Skate parks?   (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   22 7% 
No............................................................................................................2   275 92% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   2 1% 
  

Q22A:   
And how satisfied are you with skate parks that are currently available in 
Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat satisfied?  
Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   22 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   13 59% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   5 23% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   4 18% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   0 0% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q23:   
Outdoor swimming areas or spray parks?    (Spray park: A park with built in 
sprinklers for kids. Some examples would be Fairhaven or Cornwall Parks)  (Note: 
the use does not have to be in a city-owned facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   114 38% 
No............................................................................................................2   185 62% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   1 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q23A:   
And how satisfied are you with outdoor swimming areas or spray parks that are 
currently available in Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? 
Somewhat satisfied?  Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that 
you have no opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   114 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   53 46% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   48 42% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   11 10% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   1 1% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   1 1% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q24:   
Indoor Swimming Pools?    (Note: the use does not have to be in a city-owned 
facility) 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   112 37% 
No............................................................................................................2   188 63% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q24A:   
And how satisfied are you with Indoor swimming pools that are currently 
available in Bellingham.    [Would you say completely satisfied? Somewhat 
satisfied?  Somewhat dissatisfied? Completely dissatisfied?  Or that you have no 
opinion?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   112 100% 
Completely Satisfied ...............................................................................5   57 51% 
Somewhat Satisfied .................................................................................4   45 40% 
Somewhat Dissatisfied ............................................................................3   8 7% 
Completely Dissatisfied...........................................................................2   2 2% 
No Opinion..............................................................................................1   0 0% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q25:   
Are there any types of park facilities that you would like to use that don't currently 
exist in Bellingham?   [(IF YES) What additional types of facilities would you like 
to see in Bellingham?] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Yes (please specify).................................................................................1   70 23% 
No............................................................................................................2   209 70% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   17 6% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   3 1% 
  

INFO4:   
The City has received many suggestions for improvements and expansions upon 
the current parks system.  I will read a description of five possible efforts that the 
Parks Department may consider.  Please tell me how important each of these 
projects would be to you (or your household). 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
hit 'enter' to continue...............................................................................Y   300 100% 
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Q26:   
Improving water access.  Would you say this would be...    [Definition: This means 
more parks and trails along the waterfront.] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Extremely important................................................................................5   71 24% 
Very important ........................................................................................4   82 27% 
Somewhat important................................................................................3   86 29% 
Not very important, or .............................................................................2   31 10% 
Not at all important..................................................................................1   24 8% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   3 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   2 1% 
  

Q27:   
Improving trail connectivity.  Would you say this would be...    [Definition: This 
means more walking and biking trails that connect existing parks and trail systems 
to each other, to neighborhoods or to other areas of interest, like downtown.] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Extremely important................................................................................5   71 24% 
Very important ........................................................................................4   101 34% 
Somewhat important................................................................................3   89 30% 
Not very important, or .............................................................................2   24 8% 
Not at all important..................................................................................1   12 4% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   3 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q28:   
More multipurpose athletic playing fields. Would you say this would be...    
[Definition: This means fields which can be used for several different things like 
softball, soccer, football or ultimate Frisbee.] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Extremely important................................................................................5   34 11% 
Very important ........................................................................................4   55 18% 
Somewhat important................................................................................3   95 32% 
Not very important, or .............................................................................2   60 20% 
Not at all important..................................................................................1   45 15% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   6 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   3 1% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   2 1% 
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Q29:   
Improving distribution of parks across Bellingham.  Would you say this would 
be...   [Definition: This would mean buying land and building more parks in parts 
of the city where we know that there isn't enough parkland.] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Extremely important................................................................................5   58 19% 
Very important ........................................................................................4   94 31% 
Somewhat important................................................................................3   93 31% 
Not very important, or .............................................................................2   28 9% 
Not at all important..................................................................................1   23 8% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   2 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   2 1% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q30:   
Improving facilities and maintenance for parks we already have. Would you say 
this would be..     [Definition: This means adding restrooms, new types of 
activities, updating playgrounds, improving drainage at fields, better signage or 
better access for people who cannot get around easily.] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Extremely important................................................................................5   64 21% 
Very important ........................................................................................4   111 37% 
Somewhat important................................................................................3   88 29% 
Not very important, or .............................................................................2   23 8% 
Not at all important..................................................................................1   8 3% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   4 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q31:   
You said that water access would be important. I'm going to read a list of various 
types of water access.  Please tell me which two are the most important to you 
(and your household): 
N = ............................................................................................................   239 100% 
Trails with views of the water .................................................................1   128 54% 
Parks with views of the water..................................................................2   72 30% 
Places to wade or swim in the water........................................................3   112 47% 
Places to put in small boats like canoes and kayaks ................................4   88 37% 
Other types of water access (please specify) ...........................................5   25 10% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   4 2% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   8 3% 
  

Q32:   
You said that improvements to existing parks would be important. Can you tell me 
one or two ways that you would like to see the current parks improved? 
N = ............................................................................................................   263 100% 
Yes (please specify).................................................................................1    226 86% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7    23 9% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8    4 2% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9    10 4% 
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Q33:   
It has been identified that there is not enough parkland in North Bellingham.   I'm 
going to read a list of various ways parkland could be increased and I'd like you to 
tell me which two you think would be the most important. Would you say.... 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Create a large community park, about 10 - 20 acres ...............................1   120 40% 
Increase the number of small neighborhood parks ..................................2   154 51% 
Create interconnected trail systems .........................................................3   169 56% 
Something else (please specify) ..............................................................4   30 10% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   17 6% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   18 6% 
  

Q34:   
Today I have mentioned several possible park projects that the city could execute.  
If additional funding were needed for Bellingham's highest priority projects, how 
likely would you be to support a bond or levy to cover the costs that are not 
already included in the current funding? Would you say... 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Highly likely............................................................................................4   114 38% 
Somewhat likely ......................................................................................3   108 36% 
Somewhat unlikely ..................................................................................2   22 7% 
Not at all likely ........................................................................................1   32 11% 
Needs more information (don't read).......................................................6   21 7% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   3 1% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

Q35:   
If a bond or levy were to be put on the ballot to finance your highest priority 
projects, how much, if anything, would your household be willing to pay per year 
for this source of funding?    [Definition: For this question, by highest priority 
projects I mean projects that you think are important]   [NOTE, IF ASKED 
ABOUT GREENWAY LEVY OR OTHER CURRENT TAXES: This would be in 
addition to the funding that already exists.] 
Mean = ......................................................................................................   120.82   
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Needs more information ..................................................................66666   104 35% 
Don't know ......................................................................................77777   74 25% 
Not applicable..................................................................................88888   7 2% 
Missing ............................................................................................99999   27 9% 
  

INFO5:   
Thanks for your help so far.  We're almost done.  These last questions help us 
understand who responded to the survey. 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
hit 'enter' to continue...............................................................................Y   300 100% 
  

Q36:   
I'd like to know generally what part of the city you live in.  Do you live East or 
West of I5?   [Some landmarks that are WEST of I5 are downtown, Bellingham 
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High School, the airport, and Fairhaven  Some landmarks that are EAST of I5 are 
lake Padden, Civic Field, and Whatcom Community College] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
East of I-5 ................................................................................................1   140 47% 
West of I-5...............................................................................................2   157 52% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   2 1% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q37:   
And are you North or South of Lakeway?   [Some landmarks that are North of 
Lakeway are Civic Field, Bellingham High School, and St. Joseph's Hospital  
Some landmarks that are South of Lakeway are Fairhaven, Lake Padden, Sehome 
Village] 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
North of Lakeway....................................................................................1   190 63% 
South of Lakeway....................................................................................2   108 36% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q38:   
What age group are you in? Would you say... 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
18 to 24....................................................................................................1   10 3% 
25 to 34....................................................................................................2   42 14% 
35 to 44....................................................................................................3   49 16% 
45 to 54....................................................................................................4   66 22% 
55 to 64....................................................................................................5   67 22% 
65 or older ...............................................................................................6   64 21% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   1 0% 
  

Q39:   
Are there children under the age of 18 living in your household? 
N = ............................................................................................................   224 100% 
Yes...........................................................................................................1   98 44% 
No............................................................................................................2   125 56% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   1 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
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Q40:   
[Ask only if needed:] I know this may sound silly, but are you male or female? 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Male.........................................................................................................1   113 38% 
Female .....................................................................................................2   187 62% 
Don't know ..............................................................................................7   0 0% 
Not applicable..........................................................................................8   0 0% 
Missing/refused .......................................................................................9   0 0% 
  

CMTBX:   
The Bellingham Department of Parks and Recreation really values your feedback.   
Do you have any other comments or suggestions that you would like to offer? 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
hit 'enter' to continue...............................................................................Y   300 100% 
  

INT98:   
I'm sorry, but I need to speak with people that live within the city limits of 
Bellingham.   Thank you for your time, and have a good day/evening.    NOTE: If 
respondent would really like to participate then say: There is an online version of 
the survey available on the city of Bellingham's website. [Online survey begins 2-
29]  Website: COB.org 
N = ............................................................................................................   0 100% 
Not Qualified.........................................................................................16   0 0% 
  

INT99:   
That is the end of the survey.  Thank you for your time.  If you have more that you 
would like to add, you can contact the Parks Department.  Would you like that 
contact information?    [IF YES:] (offer email address, web address, phone 
number)  Email: parks@cob.org  Phone: 676-6985 Website: http://www.cob.org 
N = ............................................................................................................   300 100% 
Complete ...............................................................................................08   300 100% 
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INT:   
N = ............................................................................................................   148 100% 
No Answer - no pick up.........................................................................01   6 4% 
Busy.......................................................................................................02   6 4% 
No Answer - machine / voice mail ........................................................03   91 61% 
Respondent Requested Callback ...........................................................04   15 10% 
Interviewer Scheduled Callback............................................................05   18 12% 
Incorrect Callback Time ........................................................................06   7 5% 
Refused..................................................................................................07   0 0% 
Complete ...............................................................................................08   0 0% 
Callback Mid Interview.........................................................................09   0 0% 
Soft Refusal ...........................................................................................10   5 3% 
Bad Number ..........................................................................................11   0 0% 
Unable - Language ................................................................................12   0 0% 
Physical/Mental - Unable ......................................................................13   0 0% 
Already Responded ...............................................................................14   0 0% 
Not Qualified.........................................................................................16   0 0% 
Max Attempts (5 w/ Sunday and Daytime) ...........................................17   0 0% 
Refused -- incomplete interview............................................................18   0 0% 
  

CB:   
N = ............................................................................................................   49 100% 
  

F11:   
N = ............................................................................................................   0 100% 
  

F6:   
N = ............................................................................................................   41 100% 
  

F8:   
[Who are you? Where are you calling from?] Applied Research Northwest is a 
privately owned social research firm in Bellingham.   [How did you get my phone 
number?] We got a random list of potential phone numbers of people in your area 
from a national company called Survey Sampling International.  How to contact 
the City of Bellingham, Parks and Recreation Department about the survey: Email: 
parks@cob.org  Phone: 676-6985 Website: http://www.cob.org   IF PROMPTED 
FOR CLARIFICATION DURING THE SURVEY:  COMMUNITY PARKS 
include larger parks like Lake Padden, Cornwall, Fairhaven, Bloedel Donovan, 
and Boulevard Parks.  NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS are smaller parks situated in 
neighborhoods. Examples include Elizabeth Park, Ridgemont Park, Franklin Park, 
or Roosevelt Park.   TRAILS refer to the off-street systems (not sidewalks or bike 
lanes).  An example would be the Interurban Trail.  OPEN SPACES include large 
forested, wetland or other natural areas such as Connelly Creek Nature Area or 
Arroyo Park. 
N = ............................................................................................................   21 100% 
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 APPENDIX C: VERBATIM OPEN-ENDED COMMENTS 

Q6: In addition to the opportunities that you know are already available in 
Bellingham, are there other types of recreational programs that you would like to 
see offered? [IF YES]  What types of recreational opportunities would you like to 
see offered? 
• A community building in my neighborhood, and a library. 
• A facility that I'm interested in is additional boat launches. 
• A place to let kids run around that is safe, where they can't run out into the street so easily. 
• A senior softball league. 
• An outdoor swim pool. 
• Any activities for middle-schoolers and high-schoolers. 
• Anything that is more recreational activities for adults. 
• As much open space and green space as possible. 
• Better swimming pools, and better swings for kids, and better playing grounds for kids. And clean 

up the lakes and creeks, 'cause they have garbage in them. 
• Fishing tournaments. 
• For people who don't drive long distances to participate in things advertised in the paper, it would 

be nice to see neighborhood nature walks that could keep us aware of plants, birds, and wildlife. I 
think it would be interesting for people in my age group, and for other people as well. 

• Groups of kids. Taking kids out on bikes, on the trails, even on the Interurban. A group, or 
program, that would promote kids on bikes. 

• Gyms for all ages, or a community center. Something to get the children involved in. 
• Horseback riding. 
• I enjoy the outdoor programs. 
• I haven't been very impressed with the trails. 
• I know Anacortes has a sailing program that they offer. 
• I live in North Bellingham, so we are wanting a bigger park up here we could use. 
• I really like what they have done with the concerts at Boulevard, in the park, and I would like to see 

more. 
• I think more organized events, such as walks and different runs for different things. 
• I think something like archery would be a wonderful thing. 
• I think they could cover some of the play areas, so the kids could play all year. 
• I took a creative writing class at Roeder Home, and I'd like to see that again. 
• I would like to hear about the programs offered. I would not even know what to tell you, because I 

do not know what is offered. 
• I would like to see more for the mentally and physically handicapped. 
• I would like to see more offered for kids with disabilities, or better said, for families that have kids 

with disabilities. 
• I would like to see something along the lines that they do through Eugene, Oregon. A paved path 

that goes through the city. Something like that would work well here, especially with older people 
with bad legs. 

• I would like to see what they were proposing in the paper about patrolling trails, because now 
there is places I won't go. 

• I would love for you to give a bike safety class, especially kids. A lot of the time, kids and adults 
come up to me on the trail, and some say, "Passing on the right," but others just zoom by. It can 
be scary at times. I would say, covering bicycle etiquette. 

• I'd like to see plenty of hiking opportunities for the youth, middle-school and elementary-school 
ages. 

• I'd like to see the city bring lifeguards back to the beaches. 
• I'd like to see them finish connecting the trail all the way. 
• In the summertime, the water fountain was good. 
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• It would be nice to see more indoor programs for preschool-aged children. We live in a cold, wet 
environment, and so sometimes it's not feasible to go to an outdoor park. An indoor or covered 
playground would be great to see. 

• Junior tennis. 
• Mainly more linkage to other counties, like the Chuckanut Trail system and the Pacific Trail leading 

north towards B.C. 
• Maybe more lifeguards wherever there's water. Like at Bloedel or Lake Padden, where there's a 

lot of people who swim. 
• More access for boating, small boats. Some places keep small boats. 
• More activities for younger children and more activities for teenagers. Especially more for children, 

in general. More sponsored activities. There needs to be more activities going on for teenagers on 
a regular basis. I would also like to add that the activities need not necessarily include extensive 
physical activities. Activities for kids that do not, per se, play sports. And also economically 
feasible activities for teenagers that come from lower socio-economic families. And I feel that 
Bellingham’s community offers a lot of volunteer participation that would support those activities. 

• More canoeing and kayaking, different activities. 
• More community runs, or events like Ski-to-Sea. 
• More nutritionally-oriented programs for kids and families - that includes hiking and exercise. And I 

mainly want to make sure they don’t go away and are kept up. 
• More of a library - activities outside with the library, like big reads outside. Maritime Heritage Park, 

put a big playground there to make it more family-oriented. Sand in the playground, instead of 
bark, because kids are always getting splinters and it's softer when they fall. 

• More of a musical program in the Parks Department. 
• More open space in parks, activities for kids and teens to do service – cleaning up trash and 

things like that. Environmental kinds of issues, and things with streams and salmon. 
• More programs for the low-income neighborhoods; like more organized games like in the 

Roosevelt and Birchwood neighborhood. 
• More sailing programs. 
• More stuff for preschool kids, playgrounds and things like that. 
• More things for young children, like education for the environment. So we are starting with three to 

four year olds, so they understand what the environment is about at a young age. 
• More things to do with moms and toddlers. There are things for kids under two, but I have an 

almost four year old. In the summer, we like to do things together; I don't want to just drop them 
off. I'd like to see more activities for parents to do with their kids. 

• More trails. 
• More walks; some baseball, soccer, softball. 
• More whole family, like from grandparents to grandchildren. Sometimes there's mom and 

daughters and single grandchild - there's just not a lot for multigenerational. 
• New s***. 
• Perhaps walking tours of historical-type houses in Bellingham. It would be good for people to get 

educated about house ages and styles. Bellingham has been given grants about historical surveys 
of three local neighborhoods. 

• Recreational tree climbing. 
• Senior aerobics. 
• Skateboarding and bike trails on the north side of town over here. 
• Some maybe to focus on retired people's participation. 
• Some type of program like Boy Scouts, and some more places like the Boys' and Girls' Club 

where they can do park activities or stuff like that. 
• There is a lot offered, I just can't take advantage of it due to my schedule. 
• They should rent the hall at Zuanich Park cheaper, if they own it. More indoor halls at the parks, 

because it is cold here. 
• They used to have kids programs every summer. When they got older, they just helped the 

smaller kids. I don't see as much of that as I used to. When I was a kid, they had actual games for 
older kids - like high school and college kids - like shooting the bow and arrow. I don't see 
anything of that in the past years. 

• They used to have parks with baseball programs. They don’t have anything now, as far as I know. 
• Things suited to the disabled. 
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• Trails that are wheelchair-accessible. 
• Use of the beachfront north of the harbor. 
• Video cams on trails, so accidents would not happen to people. 
• Volleyball for kids in upper grade school level. 
• We would like to see more trails and parks. Play areas for children. There is not even a 

playground in our neighborhood on the Northeast Side. We would like more sidewalks, also. 
• We'd like to see a viable lacrosse league for youngsters in town. 
• Well, I am always looking for off-leash areas for my dog and I to go to. 
• What I'd really like to see is more lovely trails, like the ones down the Interurban Trail. I would like 

to see more trails like that up in the north end of the city. 
• Whatever might apply, or is related, to bicycles. 
• You have quite a few concerts around in different parks. Those are nice during the summer. I'd 

like to see more of those, and maybe some of the free movies and things like that they used to 
have. 

 
 
Q25: Are there any types of park facilities that you would like to use that don’t 
currently exist in Bellingham? [IF YES]  What additional facilities would you like to 
see in Bellingham? 
• A outdoor wading pool [sic]. 
• A public racquet or squash indoor courts. 
• A real park with swings and tables and outside bathrooms, and be connected to a outdoor 

basketball court. 
• A wall where they can hit the wall to practice tennis. Another is a roller-skating rink. I don't think we 

have one in Bellingham, and the kids have to go to Lynden. 
• An equestrian park, for horseback riding and events. Taking horses on the trails with people, dogs, 

and bikes can be tough. 
• An indoor park facility, for little kids. 
• An outdoor climbing wall. 
• An outdoor racquetball court. 
• Another swimming pool. 
• Apart from having them more evenly dispersed, they are good facilities. 
• Baseball fields. 
• Boat rentals. 
• Boulevard Park needs have wheelchair-access. 
• Community centers. 
• Covered tennis courts, and more off-leash areas. 
• For my husband, he'd like to see a nighttime basketball court that's are lit up, so they're safe. And 

outdoor tennis courts that are lit up and safe, with a wall so he can practice his backhand. We 
used to live in southern California, and we miss those amenities. 

• Good park with trailer camping facilities. 
• I always thought it would be nice to have a roller-skating rink. 
• I guess, when you talked about the mountain biking trails. I think if there were more variety of 

terrain for skill level in the mountain biking trails, then my family would use them more. 
• I think they all exist, I just think they need to be funded and maintained. 
• I would like a bigger swim pool for the kids. And I think that they should separate the handicap 

pool from the main pool. With the pool, I think they really need to consider the ventilation. I know of 
people who cannot use it, because they cannot breathe. They should make them like the ones in 
Canada. I think it would be financially better for the Parks and Recreation. 

• I would like it if on the trails or in the parks if they had different kinds of workout stations, like they 
have in other cities. 

• I would like the restroom facilities to be open for a longer period of time, and there needs to be 
more trash cans in Broadway Park. 

• I would like there to be a roller-skating rink. 
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• I would like to see a pavilion in Boulevard Park. I don't have a car, so the only places I go are 
around Fairhaven - unless I get a ride from someone else or take the bus. 

• I would like to see an indoor or covered park for young children that could be used in the 
wintertime. 

• I would like to see like a beach park where you could go in the water. Kind of like there was more 
scenery brought in. Like Marine Park, with a bunch of sand for kids to play. 

• I would like to see the waterfront continue to be developed for access for walking and picnicking. 
• I would like to use little league-type programs, but I haven't looked into it. I don't know where to get 

the information for them. 
• I would love to see more gardens. 
• I would say more tennis courts, and maybe volleyball courts. And more off-leash dog areas. 
• I would tend to think a shuttle that would bring us from the downtown area to the Vancouver area. 

It is 30 minutes and it would be a great opportunity to bring people to the recreational facilities for 
Whatcom. And on that point, the less cost going on to spending money on more parks would 
increase the use of parks adjacent to the I5, and the air quality and recreational potential. 

• I'd like to see a swing, like an adult swing. It would be kind of fun to swing every once in a while. 
• I'd like to see another disc golf, and maybe a permanent orienteering course. 
• I'd like to see more dog parks. 
• Indoor dog parks, especially in Bellingham. 
• Indoor free-ride park, or at least covered one. 
• It would be nice to have a whitewater kayaking park. 
• It would be really nice to have a park area that you can go to in the rain, that is covered, so in the 

fall and spring we could go to the park more often. 
• Just a new swimming pool or renovation, either one would be great. That swimming pool is heavily 

used and could use some renovation. 
• Just little, quiet, small memorial-type parks. Quiet, pretty, with many trees. 
• Like some place that had kayaks and canoes, where you could rent them. 
• Maybe a beach area park where you do not have to pay to park, where a family can go. 
• Maybe along the waterfront. 
• More availability for kayaks to launch. So at Marine Park I have to carry my kayak through 

people's picnics. 
• More emphasis on the young teens, the middle-schoolers - whether it be skate parks or whatever. 

I don't think we can forget the young people that are coming up through the system and growing 
up in Bellingham. 

• More level trails for wheelchairs. 
• More off-leash facilities, and it is unfortunate that there's not more camping/picnic areas. 
• More play equipment for little kids. I have found only one park in Bellingham that has it. The other 

parks I go to have older kids' equipment. 
• More tables to play outdoor games, like chess or checkers. 
• Motorsports park that would offer motorcycle road racing. 
• Not only more trails, but there must be some wetland areas around here. But I'd love to see more 

wetland park areas, like Hovander Park. 
• Outdoor swimming pool. 
• Par three golf. 
• Paved trails. 
• Probably more mountain biking, and I think we need more kite flying. And also off-leash dog areas. 
• Racquetball courts. 
• Rock climbing walls. 
• Running tracks. 
• Some of these trails that go through Barkley, I would like to have them named. And to know why 

they are called that. A marker that tells you the history as to why that trail came about. Let's not 
disregard the historical value of the areas we are enjoying. 

• Something for the physically challenged, like a low basketball hoop or something like that. 
• The one thing I will comment are that the school gymnasiums are not available on the weekends. 

My son plays basketball. He belongs to a league that we actually have to travel to outside of the 
Bellingham district. 
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• The trail that goes from the bay to Lake Whatcom. I know that there are segments of that, but it's 
not completed. That's something I'd really like to see. 

• There are not enough picnic areas in the parks like tables and benches. It would be nice if they 
had nice bathrooms. I know they have closed some of them off due to vandalism, but they are 
awful. I think that they need to think about the people that are not young. They need to make 
facilities accessible to older people. 

• We need more parks in my neighborhood, Guide Meridian-Cordata. 
• We need some zip-lines. 
• We would love an outdoor city pool. 
• Well, better children's area at Boulevard Park, because playing with a fake boat just does not cut it 

for a two year old. More off-leash dog areas. The one we have is completely muddy and scrubby, 
put in some grass. 

• Well, I believe that we should have a park in North Bellingham. 
• You know, I would like to see a walk clear across the bay, and I will tell you why. In our travels, we 

have gone to so many cities, such as in Canada, and they make use of all their waterways by 
having walkways, and places to sit and enjoy the water, picnic areas. Well, Bellingham now has an 
opportunity to do that for the city. 

 
 
Q31: You said that water access was important.  I’m going to read a list of various 
types of water access.  Please tell me which two are the most important to you 
(and your household). 
Q31 response: Other types of water access (please specify) 
• Access to the water. Because I have dogs and it would be nice for them. 
• Access to water. 
• Beach access. 
• Being able to put your boat in the water and go wakeboarding. I would like to see larger boat 

launches. 
• Boat access. 
• Boat launch facilities for larger boats, and areas for jet-skis. 
• Drinking water - some people like to get water from the lakes. 
• Drinking water. 
• Faucets and stuff when you go a park. 
• For the dogs, for the water. 
• I think that it's important for small boat launches and kayak launching for water sports, where they 

want to go into the water. 
• Just beaches; more public beaches and less privately-owned waterfront. 
• Launches for larger boats. 
• Launching ski and pleasure craft. 
• Like a boardwalk where there could be retail areas, maybe low condos. A real people-friendly 

walking area. 
• Parks with water access. 
• Place to fish. 
• Places to put in boats larger than canoes or kayaks. 
• Places to walk along the water, and upkeep such as graffiti removal. 
• Playing on the beach. 
• Pools, other than the ones we already have. 
• Safe access to the saltwater beaches. 
• Some places I can take my dog to go swimming. 
• Well, we need more boat launches, and places to park your boat and have picnics would be nice. 
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Q32: You said that improvements to existing parks would be important.  Can you 
tell me one or two ways that the current parks could be improved? 
Post-Coded Response:  Maintenance: General 
• At Broadway, the basketball court and baseball diamond look a little beat-up. And Cornwall Park, it 

would be interesting to see what they can do with the horseshoe area, because it is always locked 
and I don't see anybody play. I'd like to see them make it more active. Whether they could turn it 
into a bocce area or croquet area, it would be interesting. 

• Better play areas, and upkeep with the graffiti. 
• Biggest thing is just keeping them cleaner and taking care of them. 
• For one thing, the golf course has some maintenance issues. Keep the other parks tidied up, litter 

picked up, that sort of thing. 
• Garbage removal, and also we use a lot of covered areas and those look like they are starting to 

look old, so they might need some painting and maintenance. 
• I guess, the swim area at Bloedel, I would like to see that improved. And, just what I mentioned 

previously, about mountain bike terrains that are geared towards all levels of capability. 
• I just think the maintenance is important. 
• I just want them maintained as is. I don't think they have to have any big improvements. 
• I think make sure that there are sufficient maintenance funds in the annual budget. 
• I would like to see some of the facilities to be improved upon. And I would rather see the funding 

go toward maintaining those parks as opposed to acquiring new. As far as the boat launch area, it 
would be nice to get another boat launch onto Lake Whatcom and a little more parking for the 
saltwater boat launch. 

• I would like to see something done with the Fairhaven Park, where the rose garden was. There is 
a house that is all boarded up, and gazebos that are falling down. 

• I would like to see them upkeep [sic]. Cleaning, mowing, picking up the garbage. 
• I would say, with the trails of the parks, somehow so they do not get as muddy. So that they put 

rocks down, so that they do not get as muddy when it rains. Some more upkeep. 
• I'd just like to see better upkeep. If we spend money on them, to keep them nice. Especially 

playgrounds and play equipment - keeping them clean, and not slippery or moldy. 
• I'd like to see lifeguards and year-round maintenance. It just seems like I used to see a lot more 

park workers, and now it doesn't seem like there is as many. 
• Improving Cornwall. 
• In some places the equipment that is there is in disrepair and needs to be upgraded, replaced, or 

repaired. Until they come up with the new ones, it would be great if they could improve kayak 
access to Lake Whatcom. 

• It would be nice to see more cleaning and maintenance, trash removal, etc. 
• Just a little bit more equity. I think some of the parks in the lower-income neighborhoods are 

neglected. 
• Just general maintenance and upkeep. Places for adults to go where we do not have to worry 

about offending kids or things like that. 
• Just safety and maintenance. Number one for me is that dogs are taken off-leash by their owners 

in areas where they're not supposed to, and there's absolutely no penalties for people who do that. 
There's no supervision or enforcement. So more enforcement of dog leash laws. 

• Maintaining them. 
• Maintenance is under-funded. I would support maintaining the infrastructure that is already there. I 

love the community parks for kids. 
• More access to open space, and general improvements - like restrooms and facilities; keeping the 

trails open-spaced. 
• More maintenance. Make them safer, in light of the girl getting attacked on Squalicum Beach. 
• Newer facilities, newer equipment. 
• Occasionally, there's been things broken and they've stayed broken quite awhile before they've 

been fixed - so for maintenance to come out more often to fix those things. 
• Probably just better upkeep during the high-use times, making sure the garbage is picked up. 
• Quality and maintenance. 
• Some of the facilities are outdated, so they could use some renovations. They have taken away 

the beach access in Bloedel, but they did renovate the play area. 
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• Some of the parks have swimmer's itch in the summer. They seemed to get rid of the geese, so it 
got better this year. Padden, I think they still have swimmer's itch. They have to have open 
showers there. Where you just stand under them and wash yourself off after you get out of the 
lake. The lifeguards were taken away. I used to be a park supervisor when I was a teenager, and I 
took children to the park at Bloedel and there was a lifeguard there. I think they're courting disaster 
without lifeguards at those two parks. They're very important. I think they should be reestablished. 

• Some of them are not maintained as readily as they should be. Mowing along the trails, 
sometimes it gets a little lax. 

• Some of them haven' t had things done in years; they need to be updated and upgraded. Trees 
and shrubs need to be replanted. 

• Some of them, I think just need more maintenance given to them. Some of them, they need a little 
more safety. For the younger kids, I think playground equipment is important. 

• The trail access to Cornwall Park is incomplete from Birchwood neighborhood. There's this city-
owned trail going to Little Squalicum Park, but the Little Squalicum Park beach is owned by the 
county and is completely unmaintained [sic]. It's a transient camp and it's a dangerous place, 
which was demonstrated by a recent, violent attack. It's also impacted by nearby industries that 
have polluted the creek. 

• The water places should have docks, like at Lake Whatcom. Pick up bird poop, if possible. 
• There is a park, St. Claire. Their basketball court, there used to be an obstacle course. I think that 

the lower level of that park could use some TLC, just general sprucing up. I used to take my three 
kids there all of the time, and I was not satisfied with that area. 

• They aren’t putting I want the parks to remain available, but that they are environmentally 
maintained [sic]. So, they need to make sure garbage and runoff, any type of excess debris, is 
cleaned up. 

• Well, I would like to see the existing buildings that are at the various parks kept up. 
• Well, of course, the improvement in the parks would be the maintenance. That is, to continue to 

maintain them, so that they are quality parks. 
 
 
Post-coded Response:  Maintenance: Trails 
• Continue giving surveys to see how they need improving. I don't know what they all need, maybe 

just well-kept landscape - if it's applicable. Well-maintained walking paths, keeping areas 
accessible. 

• I know the trees took a hit with a disease that came through, so more landscaping along 
Boulevard Park. And more maintenance of trails for walkers and bikers. 

• I like to see the trails kept up. Things like bridges and pathways, and the directory signs, and a few 
more trashcans for people to drop their dog poo in. The occasional bench is nice when you're 
walking on the trail. 

• I think keeping the trails maintained is very important, and I think connecting the trails park-to-park 
so we can walk in the connecting. 

• I think the trails in the park could be improved. I like the benches that they have at Boulevard, and 
the trail around Padden is muddy most of the time. 

• I think the trails to the rock garden park. They could be improved and connected with other trails. 
• I would like to see the trails better maintained, and that is the main thing for me. 
• More trails maintenance. 
• Trails maintained. I would like to see more supervision in the swimming areas. There should be 

lifeguards. 
• Well, just keeping the trails maintained. I did go to Whatcom Falls, and I think it is pretty 

dangerous for kids to be jumping off those cliffs. If there could be some monitoring. 
 
 
Post-coded Response:  Maintenance: Landscaping (Grass, Mowing, Pruning, Trees) 
• Certainly a hotdog cart once in awhile wouldn't hurt, just kidding. Maybe opening up the trails to 

get sunlight through the trees. 
• Continue giving surveys to see how they need improving. I don't know what they all need, maybe 

just well-kept landscape - if it's applicable. Well-maintained walking paths, keeping areas 
accessible. 

• I know that the woods look not very maintained. Maybe better bathroom facilities. 
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• I know the trees took a hit with a disease that came through, so more landscaping along 
Boulevard Park. And more maintenance of trails for walkers and bikers. 

• I would like to see the existing parks maintained. That means keeping the foliage under 
management and control, so homeless people aren't living there and drug deals aren’t going on in 
there. And I think making more trails feel more comfortable if they were pruned back, for the same 
reason. As a taxpayer, I am disturbed by the fact that the taxpayers aren't able to use them - due 
to them being overgrown and dark. It not inviting to go there; it's frightening, and I don't feel safe. 

• I would like to see them upkeep [sic]. Cleaning, mowing, picking up the garbage. 
• I would like to see, on the trails - I noticed they're not taking care of the grounds - trimmed and 

clean. I'd like to see public restrooms, some types of facilities where you can get water and use 
the restroom. More garbage cans, so people don't litter as much. 

• Some of them are not maintained as readily as they should be. Mowing along the trails, 
sometimes it gets a little lax. 

• Some of them haven' t had things done in years; they need to be updated and upgraded. Trees 
and shrubs need to be replanted. 

 
 
Maintenance:  Trash/Garbage 
• A little bit more picked up, the garbage and stuff. 
• Being more clean. 
• Biggest thing is just keeping them cleaner and taking care of them. 
• Garbage removal, and also we use a lot of covered areas and those look like they are starting to 

look old, so they might need some painting and maintenance. 
• I just want to make sure that they're cleaned up from needles and drug paraphernalia, for kids, so 

they're safe from the drug pushers and that sort of thing. 
• I like to see the trails kept up. Things like bridges and pathways, and the directory signs, and a few 

more trashcans for people to drop their dog poo in. The occasional bench is nice when you're 
walking on the trail. 

• I think one of the problems is clean up, and no enforcement of the park rules. 
• I would like to see them upkeep [sic]. Cleaning, mowing, picking up the garbage. 
• I would like to see, on the trails - I noticed they're not taking care of the grounds - trimmed and 

clean. I'd like to see public restrooms, some types of facilities where you can get water and use 
the restroom. More garbage cans, so people don't litter as much. 

• I'd like to have them clean, and I think they are. 
• I'd like to see the parks cleaned up more efficiently, and I'd also like to see more parks that are 

wheelchair-accessible. 
• It would be nice to see more cleaning and maintenance, trash removal, etc. 
• Just, I guess, making sure there is areas where the garbage needs to be picked up as much as 

possible. Bags to pick up dog poop, upkeeping all of that. 
• Marine Park was not too clean the last time I was there. Fairhaven Park is wonderful. And 

Boulevard Park will be better when they get a pavilion. What I mean by a pavilion is a covered 
area to cook and to have parties when it rains. 

• Maybe if they had trash bags for people to gather trash on their day hikes. More maps and access 
to higher climbing trails, like at Chuckanut. With the logging, they have closed some stuff down 
and now you have to go around eight miles, instead of a three mile hike. 

• One of the primary things is that they do not have lifeguards at Lake Padden and I think that is 
important, especially for the kids. Add some waste receptacles along the Interurban Trail. People 
tend to pick up the poop and leave it in bags along the side of the trail. 

• Padden Park could stand more litter barrels; they removed some of them and we'd like to collect 
them and get rid of it. 

• Probably just better upkeep during the high-use times, making sure the garbage is picked up. 
• They aren’t putting I want the parks to remain available, but that they are environmentally 

maintained [sic]. So, they need to make sure garbage and runoff, any type of excess debris, is 
cleaned up. 
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Maintenance:  Drainage/Mud 
• Better drainage, so that they could be used more often. 
• I think the trails in the park could be improved. I like the benches that they have at Boulevard, and 

the trail around Padden is muddy most of the time. 
• I would like to see more baseball fields. I would like to see better drainage at Bloedel Donovan. 
• I would say they need proper drainage on the trails, and more fenced-in tennis courts would be 

nice. 
• I would say, with the trails of the parks, somehow so they do not get as muddy. So that they put 

rocks down, so that they do not get as muddy when it rains. Some more upkeep. 
• In the winter there are some drainage issues in some parks, and I'm sure this is a challenge in our 

climate, but drainage improvements would make the open spaces more usable in the winter 
months. 

• Just drainage on outdoor fields, and more trails. 
• Mainly better connectivity, and more of them. Particularly open spaces, and more gravel on the 

trails. Well, better connection to the Chuckanuts. 
• Sometimes trails are muddy, but I don’t know if anyone can do anything about that. 
• Spread more gravel on some of the muddier trails. They could maybe make some trails go farther 

to the south. 
• The condition of the soil, so that it is not so terribly muddy. That is why I thought of drainage. And 

at the off-leash park just off of Lakeway, well, it might be the only off-leash park. There are 
apparently a lot of nervous geeses [sic], and there is a lot of geese poop. I do not want them to run 
the geese off, I just want them to pick it up. 

• The muddiness during so many months of the year. I don't know if more sand or more gravel, but 
they're just mud. It could be drainage. 

• Ways to walk that are less muddy. Places the dogs could go that are less muddy. 
• Well, the dog park here, near the sewage treatment plant. It is always so muddy; I wish it could be 

cleaned up a bit. And I think some people are really good about bringing water for the dogs. It 
would be nice to have a water source for the dogs, and maybe a few more benches for people to 
sit down on there. My car was broken into in Lake Padden, so I think there needs to be better 
security up there. 

 
 
Safety Issues (Crime/Unsafe Facilities) 
• As a new parent, making things safer, but I don't see anything right now that needs to be changed 

for that. 
• Because of the current situation in Bellingham (the jogger that got attacked), more patrols for 

safety of the people in the park. I live by Whatcom Falls, and in the summertime you get quite a 
different clientele day to day, like the people on the buses. It gets rowdy in the day a little bit, 
compared to the winter months. I do not feel safe to walk to the park across the street by myself, 
most of the time. One time I was walking on the trail and there was a man sitting way up on the 
stump, and he could've jumped anybody; those kinds of things are threatening to women, so I 
don't walk there by myself. 

• Close them up tighter, so that they don’t get trashed at night. And more off-leash dog parks 
• Continue giving surveys to see how they need improving. I don't know what they all need, maybe 

just well-kept landscape - if it's applicable. Well-maintained walking paths, keeping areas 
accessible. 

• I just want to make sure that they're cleaned up from needles and drug paraphernalia, for kids, so 
they're safe from the drug pushers and that sort of thing. 

• I know the trees took a hit with a disease that came through, so more landscaping along 
Boulevard Park. And more maintenance of trails for walkers and bikers. 

• I think the trails to the rock garden park. They could be improved and connected with other trails. 
• I think we need a little more security of some sort. More watchful eyes would be nice. 
• I would like the trails to be more clearly marked that are shared with bicyclists, and maybe 

monitoring the shared areas. Sometimes I walk with elderly people, and the bicyclists they just fly 
on by. And sometimes there are dogs there, and bicycles, where they should not be, so maybe 
clearly marking trails and monitoring. 

• I'd like to see more security in the parks, and more awareness of potential dangers. 
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• If there were more information on identification of plants, geographic formation, or historical 
plaques. At Fountain Park they have a plaque that was cool, but it's faded and has graffiti [sic]. 
And they took all the park benches out of there, too. In that park, and others, there are people who 
live there in cars and RVs on the street and they can be very intimidating to people who just want 
to use the parks. It would be nice if the Parks Department could participate in moving them along. 

• Just safety and maintenance. Number one for me is that dogs are taken off-leash by their owners 
in areas where they're not supposed to, and there's absolutely no penalties for people who do that. 
There's no supervision or enforcement. So more enforcement of dog leash laws. 

• Just safety, more open spaces within them. Something to improve safety, like lighting. I don't 
know; I don't go to Cornwall Park sometimes, because of safety. I don’t mean police presence, but 
something with openness and maybe lighting. Maybe a 911 box here and there. 

• Keep the homeless people out of them, especially during the day. 
• More safety, more clean water. 
• Once again, it's an accessibility issue. On the Padden Creek trail, they need hand-rails over the 

creek. 
• People don't feel safe walking around Lake Padden. For example, there is a nice kids park and a 

trail, but there has been crime. The same thing is true with Cornwall Park; there is nice facilities, 
but some people don't feel safe there. 

• Safety is an issue. That could mean more lighting, or making hidden areas more exposed. 
• Safety would be the biggest one. 
• Some sort of safety measure. Some of the pathways are pretty dark at dusk. 
• There could be more light, and in general, a stronger sense of security. It would also be nice to 

see more restrooms. 
• Well, just keeping the trails maintained. I did go to Whatcom Falls, and I think it is pretty 

dangerous for kids to be jumping off those cliffs. If there could be some monitoring. 
• Well, the dog park here, near the sewage treatment plant. It is always so muddy; I wish it could be 

cleaned up a bit. And I think some people are really good about bringing water for the dogs. It 
would be nice to have a water source for the dogs, and maybe a few more benches for people to 
sit down on there. My car was broken into in Lake Padden, so I think there needs to be better 
security up there. 

 
 
More/Updated/Diverse/Maintained Playgrounds 
• Better play areas, and upkeep with the graffiti. 
• Better surfaces under the children's play areas, and upgrading children’s play areas in the older 

parks. 
• Continue the improvements of playgrounds. 
• Covered areas for the kids, and maybe some benches for the adults to sit on while they watch 

their kids. 
• I guess I would like to see like equipment for small children, like if there is a family reunion or 

something. Types of things that would facilitate multi-generational situations. 
• I think to update the playground equipment on some of the parks. 
• I would like them to work on the play equipment, keeping them updated. They have done quite a 

few, but not all of them. 
• I would like to ... we have young children, and I would like to see more young children activities, for 

toddlers, in the park. 
• I would say more playground equipment, and better upkeep on swings, etc. 
• I'd just like to see better upkeep. If we spend money on them, to keep them nice. Especially 

playgrounds and play equipment - keeping them clean, and not slippery or moldy. 
• I'd say playgrounds that might interest older kids as much as younger kids. It seems like lots of 

playgrounds are just for toddlers. Restrooms open in the winter. It's hard for runners and other 
people, too. 

• Maybe just some of the toys they added. If each of the parks would be different, like Padden. It 
was not done up when it was remodeled. I was a little disappointed in how it was done up. 

• More enclosed off-leash dog areas, and more small child playground areas. 
• More posts with the doggie bags. Improving family activities at Boulevard Park, like swings and 

more bathrooms in the parks - they need to be open, even in the winter. 
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• Neighborhood parks having a wider variety of recreational stuff, like basketball courts and jungle 
gyms and swings. 

• Playgrounds that haven't been updated yet. 
• Some of them, I think just need more maintenance given to them. Some of them, they need a little 

more safety. For the younger kids, I think playground equipment is important. 
• There should be more playgrounds. 
• They need to do things so the kids can actually play out there. I know there's a lot they do have, 

but there's a lot they don't that the kids do need for exercise. 
• Well, I think that the play areas could improved, to make them a little safer. Make the playground 

areas fenced in, so that they are for children only and not dogs. Since I do have a dog, have more 
of the doggy bags and garbage cans in the off-leash dog areas. 

 
 
Restroom Maintenance; Restroom Additions; Access to Restrooms 
• Bathroom facilities. 
• Better toilet paper. Some more benches. More signs for picking up dog feces and signs for leash 

laws. 
• Cleaner bathrooms. 
• Drinking, and bathroom facilities, and handicap access. 
• I believe the restroom situation could be improved. 
• I know that the woods look not very maintained. Maybe better bathroom facilities. 
• I think sometimes it's hard to find bathroom facilities, or sometimes they aren’t open. And when 

you have kids, you want those open. And a concession stand for those spontaneous times you go 
to the park. 

• I think that the upper, or only, bathroom in Whatcom Falls park by the tennis courts are a total 
disaster. They seem unsafe. 

• I think the restroom facilities and safety, maybe emergency phones. 
• I would like to see, on the trails - I noticed they're not taking care of the grounds - trimmed and 

clean. I'd like to see public restrooms, some types of facilities where you can get water and use 
the restroom. More garbage cans, so people don't litter as much. 

• I would love it when the park is open all year, if the bathroom could be open all year. 
• I'd say playgrounds that might interest older kids as much as younger kids. It seems like lots of 

playgrounds are just for toddlers. Restrooms open in the winter. It's hard for runners and other 
people, too. 

• It seems like the bathrooms are kind of gross. My concerns are about security. In the past I have 
heard about sex offenders living in Boulevard Park, and I am not okay about that. 

• Like bathroom facilities, and part of that is that they are not open until spring, and sometimes there 
is nice enough weather to go out in February and it would be nice to have those facilities open on 
those days. 

• More access to open space, and general improvements - like restrooms and facilities; keeping the 
trails open-spaced. 

• More parking and the restrooms maintained. I was walking through Whatcom Falls Park and there 
wasn't a door on the bathroom. 

• More parks with bathrooms. 
• More picnic tables that are more secluded, and bathrooms. 
• More posts with the doggie bags. Improving family activities at Boulevard Park, like swings and 

more bathrooms in the parks - they need to be open, even in the winter. 
• More restrooms, and more access to drinking water. 
• More restrooms. 
• Newer bathrooms and commodities. 
• Probably better bathrooms. 
• Probably the bathrooms being more open year round. I go to the parks a lot and they are closed in 

the winter. I would love to see more off-leash areas that are fenced in, so that you can bring a 
puppy or a dog that needs training and you do not have to worry about it running off. 

• The bathrooms at Whatcom Falls Parks are kind of weird, and hard to find, and slightly creepy. 
• The bathrooms, they are pretty messy, and that is all I can really think of - the bathrooms. 
• The bathrooms. 
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• There could be more light, and in general, a stronger sense of security. It would also be nice to 
see more restrooms. 

• There should be more restrooms in the park area. 
• Well, I am stuck on Boulevard Park for children. More softball parks need to be improved. I like a 

lot of softball fields for people who like to play. 
• Well, I would say more facilities in parks like the one by my house, such as picnic and restrooms 

at small neighborhood parks. 
• Well, like I said before, access to bathrooms, or more bathrooms and picnic areas. 
 
 
Trail Connectivity/Extending Trails (Including Between Parks and Trails) 
• A larger amount of trails and longer trails would be nice. I'd also like on-leash vs. off-leash dog 

areas to be more strictly enforced. 
• An expansion on areas like the GP area. To make sure that it is used to include trails. 
• Connectivity of trails. 
• Extension of trails, and I feel we need more parkland with less building of any kind except for, of 

course, park-like facilities on those properties. 
• I think keeping the trails maintained is very important, and I think connecting the trails park-to-park 

so we can walk in the connecting. 
• I think more of them and properly placed, so that people in the northern area have their share - 

which doesn’t affect me. So many green space is what separates us from other places [sic]. And 
multi-use parks where people can do exercises when they run, and more playgrounds. Trails 
where adults and children could stop and do exercises while they run along a trail - exercises like 
stretching and climbing. As an example, the recent building conflict around Lake Padden. Places 
have to be reserved for common use. It's important that not every lot be bought out for 
development. I think the city is going to have to start buying land or wilderness to preserve it. The 
city is going to have to take the hit. It's what makes us unique. And we have to start preserving the 
watershed, or we will not be able to use it. I can see houses along the lake, and I can tell their 
septics are not far enough away from the water, and that will affect recreation. 

• I think one was the connection between parks and trails. We're bikers and hikers, and we like to 
walk on the trails, and there's places you can't get to without getting onto the city surface streets. 

• I think the more important to me is more connectivity, and more at the north end of the city. 
• I think the trails to the rock garden park. They could be improved and connected with other trails. 
• I think you need a trail going from the Cornwall Park area to the mall. To somehow get under the 

freeway without going through the intersection. 
• I would like to see the horse trails above Lake Padden extended. I would like to see more 

waterfront parks. 
• Just drainage on outdoor fields, and more trails. 
• Just more trails, specifically. 
• Just the trails and having them connect. The longer you have a stretch of trail that is connected, 

the better it is for me. I commute by bike, and if I had the option to stay off of the roads, I would. 
And for fitness and running, I like it better when there is a trail network and I don't have to compete 
with traffic. 

• Linking the parks with a common trail, so a person can go to one park to another without having to 
go out onto the street. They have some, but they're hard to find. 

• Mainly better connectivity, and more of them. Particularly open spaces, and more gravel on the 
trails. Well, better connection to the Chuckanuts. 

• Maybe if they had trash bags for people to gather trash on their day hikes. More maps and access 
to higher climbing trails, like at Chuckanut. With the logging, they have closed some stuff down 
and now you have to go around eight miles, instead of a three mile hike. 

• More access to open space, and general improvements - like restrooms and facilities; keeping the 
trails open-spaced. 

• More trails. 
• Overall, more bicycle focus and access and connectivity. 
• Probably expansion, if possible, and linkages with trails. 
• Spread more gravel on some of the muddier trails. They could maybe make some trails go farther 

to the south. 
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• The trail access to Cornwall Park is incomplete from Birchwood neighborhood. There's this city-
owned trail going to Little Squalicum Park, but the Little Squalicum Park beach is owned by the 
county and is completely unmaintained [sic]. It's a transient camp and it's a dangerous place, 
which was demonstrated by a recent, violent attack. It's also impacted by nearby industries that 
have polluted the creek. 

• There are the mentioned connectivity [sic]. I would like to see a connection between the Interurban 
Trail and Lake Padden. I would like to see more success stories up from the Squalicum to Mt. 
Baker Trail - the Beta Baker, I think they are calling it [sic]. 

• Well, I live by Sunset Park, and there are great areas that could actually be used to make trails. 
Because right now there is no safe access if you do not drive. 

 
 
Improvements and Additions to Picnic Areas 
• I'd like to see more covered facilities, for example, they have at Hovander. 
• Less dogs, more picnic areas. 
• Marine Park was not too clean the last time I was there. Fairhaven Park is wonderful. And 

Boulevard Park will be better when they get a pavilion. What I mean by a pavilion is a covered 
area to cook and to have parties when it rains. 

• More picnic tables that are more secluded, and bathrooms. 
• More spaces for cover areas. 
• Parking seems to be a real issue at the parks, and some of the parks could have more picnic area. 
• There never seems to be enough picnic tables, and also, at Boulevard Park there never seems to 

be enough parking. So, I guess parking and picnic tables. 
• Well, going back to the beachfront north of the harbor. There is no bench or barbeque facility 

available. I do not know if that is possible. 
• Well, I would say more facilities in parks like the one by my house, such as picnic and restrooms 

at small neighborhood parks. 
• Well, like I said before, access to bathrooms, or more bathrooms and picnic areas. 
 
 
Amenities: Seating (Benches) 
• Better toilet paper. Some more benches. More signs for picking up dog feces and signs for leash 

laws. 
• Covered areas for the kids, and maybe some benches for the adults to sit on while they watch 

their kids. 
• I like to see the trails kept up. Things like bridges and pathways, and the directory signs, and a few 

more trashcans for people to drop their dog poo in. The occasional bench is nice when you're 
walking on the trail. 

• I think lighting and seating. 
• I think one of the ways they could be improved is more resting areas, places where you can sit 

down and rest. Could be a bench or a stump, or it could be a log where someone could sit down 
and rest for a couple minutes before they move on. 

• If there were more information on identification of plants, geographic formation, or historical 
plaques. At Fountain Park they have a plaque that was cool, but it's faded and has graffiti [sic]. 
And they took all the park benches out of there, too. In that park, and others, there are people who 
live there in cars and RVs on the street and they can be very intimidating to people who just want 
to use the parks. It would be nice if the Parks Department could participate in moving them along. 

• It would be nice to see more benches to sit on. 
• Personally, I would like to see more benches along the way. Just a place to sit once in a while. 
 
Amenities: Parking  
• Well, going back to the beachfront north of the harbor. There is no bench or barbeque facility 

available. I do not know if that is possible. 
 
• There never seems to be enough picnic tables, and also, at Boulevard Park there never seems to 

be enough parking. So, I guess parking and picnic tables. 
• Parking seems to be a real issue at the parks, and some of the parks could have more picnic area. 
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• More parking and the restrooms maintained. I was walking through Whatcom Falls Park and there 
wasn't a door on the bathroom. 

• I would like to see some of the facilities to be improved upon. And I would rather see the funding 
go toward maintaining those parks as opposed to acquiring new. As far as the boat launch area, it 
would be nice to get another boat launch onto Lake Whatcom and a little more parking for the 
saltwater boat launch. 

• I think that more parking spaces would be better. 
• Better parking facilities. 
• Well, probably more parking space. I like the natural look, it is nice walking for older people, along 

with younger people. 
• Improving parking. 
 
Amenities: Water (Drinking Water, Faucets for Washing) 
• Drinking, and bathroom facilities, and handicap access. 
• More restrooms, and more access to drinking water. 
• More safety, more clean water. 
• Well, on the green way at the Miranda: have a bike wash-station; a faucet or water would be great. 

I guess, the other thing would be to make sure about lighting or safety in parks. Maybe having the 
blue phones like they do up at WWU. 

 
 
Amenities: New/Improved Specific Facilities 
• A little bit more freedom for the Frisbee golf at Cornwall. Not so close to the pass. 
• At Broadway, the basketball court and baseball diamond look a little beat-up. And Cornwall Park, it 

would be interesting to see what they can do with the horseshoe area, because it is always locked 
and I don't see anybody play. I'd like to see them make it more active. Whether they could turn it 
into a bocce area or croquet area, it would be interesting. 

• I would like to see a larger area designated for children's sports. 
• I would like to see another skateboard park somewhere. The kids that I've seen use the park seem 

to use it a lot, so it would be nice to have a second one. It should be visible, not isolated from the 
rest of the city. 

• I would like to see more baseball fields. I would like to see better drainage at Bloedel Donovan. 
• I would like to see some of the facilities to be improved upon. And I would rather see the funding 

go toward maintaining those parks as opposed to acquiring new. As far as the boat launch area, it 
would be nice to get another boat launch onto Lake Whatcom and a little more parking for the 
saltwater boat launch. 

• I would say they need proper drainage on the trails, and more fenced-in tennis courts would be 
nice. 

• I'd like to see more covered facilities, for example, they have at Hovander. 
• It would be nice to see more kinds of activities that are specialized to the various age groups 

within the community. It would also be nice to see a covered park. 
• More water areas, such as sprinkler pools and wading pools, as well as another baseball field or 

two for little league games. 
• Neighborhood parks having a wider variety of recreational stuff, like basketball courts and jungle 

gyms and swings. 
• Some covered tennis courts and more off-leash areas for the dogs. 
• Some of the parks have swimmer's itch in the summer. They seemed to get rid of the geese, so it 

got better this year. Padden, I think they still have swimmer's itch. They have to have open 
showers there. Where you just stand under them and wash yourself off after you get out of the 
lake. The lifeguards were taken away. I used to be a park supervisor when I was a teenager, and I 
took children to the park at Bloedel and there was a lifeguard there. I think they're courting disaster 
without lifeguards at those two parks. They're very important. I think they should be reestablished. 

• The water places should have docks, like at Lake Whatcom. Pick up bird poop, if possible. 
• They need docks for swimming safety, and lifeguards, and better boat access. 
• We moved cross-country five times, and we've lived all over the country. One of the things they 

have on the East Coast, which is really awesome, is they have a corporation come in, and they get 
the local businesses involved and people in the community, and they build a 5-story castle as a 
park. They are really cool, and the community can engrave their names on bricks and stuff. It was 
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pretty incredible. It would be a really unique thing that Bellingham would have, and people would 
come from all over for this park. People would come use local businesses. It wasn’t like an 
amusement park, your kids used their muscles to climb and stuff, and adults could go inside. 
There were different levels to it. 

• Well, I am stuck on Boulevard Park for children. More softball parks need to be improved. I like a 
lot of softball fields for people who like to play. 

 
 
Amenities: Concessions/Food Vendors 
• As an example, Boulevard Park has an espresso stand, so that type of low-impact refreshment 

stand in Marine Park or Fairhaven Park. And the city could make money selling vendor licenses. 
• Certainly a hotdog cart once in awhile wouldn't hurt, just kidding. Maybe opening up the trails to 

get sunlight through the trees. 
• I think sometimes it's hard to find bathroom facilities, or sometimes they aren’t open. And when 

you have kids, you want those open. And a concession stand for those spontaneous times you go 
to the park. 

• I'd like to see the commercial element, where, like the Woods Coffeehouse, there is some viable 
access for those who could make a go of it with some help, and a low lease for them if they try to 
help the community and the park. 

• More spaces for cover areas. 
 
 
Amenities: Lifeguards 
• I'd like to see lifeguards and year-round maintenance. It just seems like I used to see a lot more 

park workers, and now it doesn't seem like there is as many. 
• One of the primary things is that they do not have lifeguards at Lake Padden and I think that is 

important, especially for the kids. Add some waste receptacles along the Interurban Trail. People 
tend to pick up the poop and leave it in bags along the side of the trail. 

• Some of the parks have swimmer's itch in the summer. They seemed to get rid of the geese, so it 
got better this year. Padden, I think they still have swimmer's itch. They have to have open 
showers there. Where you just stand under them and wash yourself off after you get out of the 
lake. The lifeguards were taken away. I used to be a park supervisor when I was a teenager, and I 
took children to the park at Bloedel and there was a lifeguard there. I think they're courting disaster 
without lifeguards at those two parks. They're very important. I think they should be reestablished. 

• The lifeguards were taken away, I think that would be a good improvement as far as personal. 
• They need docks for swimming safety, and lifeguards, and better boat access. 
• Trails maintained. I would like to see more supervision in the swimming areas. There should be 

lifeguards. 
 
 
Amenities: Other Amenities 
• Areas just for dogs, and areas where you could jog better, and areas where people can skate. 
• Better parking facilities. 
• Disability access, or more access, I would say. 
• Drinking, and bathroom facilities, and handicap access. 
• Historical information, such as unobtrusive markers. Historical things that happened there, or 

'donated by', information about that piece of property, how long it has been a park, how it got its 
name - that kind of thing. 

• I think lighting and seating. 
• I think that more parking spaces would be better. 
• I would like the trails to be more clearly marked that are shared with bicyclists, and maybe 

monitoring the shared areas. Sometimes I walk with elderly people, and the bicyclists they just fly 
on by. And sometimes there are dogs there, and bicycles, where they should not be, so maybe 
clearly marking trails and monitoring. 

• I would like to see some of the facilities to be improved upon. And I would rather see the funding 
go toward maintaining those parks as opposed to acquiring new. As far as the boat launch area, it 
would be nice to get another boat launch onto Lake Whatcom and a little more parking for the 
saltwater boat launch. 
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• I would like to see the horse trails above Lake Padden extended. I would like to see more 
waterfront parks. 

• I'd like to see the parks cleaned up more efficiently, and I'd also like to see more parks that are 
wheelchair-accessible. 

• If there were more information on identification of plants, geographic formation, or historical 
plaques. At Fountain Park they have a plaque that was cool, but it's faded and has graffiti [sic]. 
And they took all the park benches out of there, too. In that park, and others, there are people who 
live there in cars and RVs on the street and they can be very intimidating to people who just want 
to use the parks. It would be nice if the Parks Department could participate in moving them along. 

• Improve water access. 
• Improving parking. 
• In some places the equipment that is there is in disrepair and needs to be upgraded, replaced, or 

repaired. Until they come up with the new ones, it would be great if they could improve kayak 
access to Lake Whatcom. 

• It could be easier to access boat launches. There could also be more launches, because they 
seem very crowded. 

• It seems as though if some of the bridges were taken out [sic], and as opposed to being replaced, 
they were rerouted. 

• It would be nice to see more kinds of activities that are specialized to the various age groups 
within the community. It would also be nice to see a covered park. 

• Just more access to the water. 
• Maybe if they had trash bags for people to gather trash on their day hikes. More maps and access 

to higher climbing trails, like at Chuckanut. With the logging, they have closed some stuff down 
and now you have to go around eight miles, instead of a three mile hike. 

• More parking and the restrooms maintained. I was walking through Whatcom Falls Park and there 
wasn't a door on the bathroom. 

• Once again, it's an accessibility issue. On the Padden Creek trail, they need hand-rails over the 
creek. 

• One would be to put up a map of the trails, at least in Whatcom Falls Park, because people often 
get lost if they're new to the trails. 

• Parking seems to be a real issue at the parks, and some of the parks could have more picnic area. 
• There is a park, St. Claire. Their basketball court, there used to be an obstacle course. I think that 

the lower level of that park could use some TLC, just general sprucing up. I used to take my three 
kids there all of the time, and I was not satisfied with that area. 

• There never seems to be enough picnic tables, and also, at Boulevard Park there never seems to 
be enough parking. So, I guess parking and picnic tables. 

• They need docks for swimming safety, and lifeguards, and better boat access. 
• Well, probably more parking space. I like the natural look, it is nice walking for older people, along 

with younger people. 
 
 
Dog Control; Dog Clean Up; Enforcement of Leash Laws 
• A larger amount of trails and longer trails would be nice. I'd also like on-leash vs. off-leash dog 

areas to be more strictly enforced. 
• Better toilet paper. Some more benches. More signs for picking up dog feces and signs for leash 

laws. 
• Just safety and maintenance. Number one for me is that dogs are taken off-leash by their owners 

in areas where they're not supposed to, and there's absolutely no penalties for people who do that. 
There's no supervision or enforcement. So more enforcement of dog leash laws. 

• Just, I guess, making sure there is areas where the garbage needs to be picked up as much as 
possible. Bags to pick up dog poop, upkeeping all of that. 

• Less dogs, more picnic areas. 
• More dogs on leash. 
• More enforcement around off-leash dogs in on-leash dog areas. 
• More patrols watching dogs with poop. 
• More posts with the doggie bags. Improving family activities at Boulevard Park, like swings and 

more bathrooms in the parks - they need to be open, even in the winter. 
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• Mostly related to Cornwall Park, where I walk all the time - this is kind of related to the Frisbee 
golf, the loose dogs running around all the time. And the people that frequent that, drink while they 
do it. 

• They should control the animals in the parks; the dogs and so on. There's feces where people are 
trying to picnic. There should be at least one park where there's no pets allowed, so people can 
take small children without worrying about the mess. 

• Well, I think that the play areas could improved to make them a little safer. Make the playground 
areas fenced in, so that they are for children only and not dogs. Since I do have a dog, have more 
of the doggy bags and garbage cans in the off-leash dog areas. 

 
 
More/Improved/Maintained Dog Areas 
• Areas just for dogs, and areas where you could jog better, and areas where people can skate. 
• Close them up tighter, so that they don’t get trashed at night. And more off-leash dog parks 
• I would like to see more dog access and bigger ... more neighborhood parks. 
• I would like to see more off-leash dog areas. I'd like to see the off-leash dog areas we have 

developed better; they are kind of a mess. We use them daily, but they could use a lot of work. 
• I would like to see more parks for dogs, where they can be off-leash. 
• More enclosed off-leash dog areas, and more small child playground areas. 
• Probably the bathrooms being more open year round. I go to the parks a lot and they are closed in 

the winter. I would love to see more off-leash areas that are fenced in, so that you can bring a 
puppy or a dog that needs training and you do not have to worry about it running off. 

• Some covered tennis courts and more off-leash areas for the dogs. 
• The condition of the soil, so that it is not so terribly muddy. That is why I thought of drainage. And 

at the off-leash park just off of Lakeway, well, it might be the only off-leash park. There are 
apparently a lot of nervous geeses [sic],and there is a lot of geese poop. I do not want them to run 
the geese off, I just want them to pick it up. 

• Ways to walk that are less muddy. Places the dogs could go that are less muddy. 
• Well, the dog park here, near the sewage treatment plant. It is always so muddy; I wish it could be 

cleaned up a bit. And I think some people are really good about bringing water for the dogs. It 
would be nice to have a water source for the dogs, and maybe a few more benches for people to 
sit down on there. My car was broken into in Lake Padden, so I think there needs to be better 
security up there. 

 
 
Satisfied with Parks Currently 
• I just want them maintained as is. I don't think they have to have any big improvements. 
• I'd like to have them clean, and I think they are. 
• It's wonderful that they're available. Should be made more available. 
• The parks are very good. 
• They have done a good job of doing it; Whatcom Park is great. 
• Well, the only thing is that they do a good job. If you have a park, it has to be well-maintained or it 

is not useful, and the parks that I have used in Bellingham are well-maintained.  They do a good 
job. I am thinking of Boulevard Park - we have gone and walked around there, and they do a good 
of maintaining it. 

• When I say parks, I mean the pool. Everything else is great. 
 
 
Other  
• An expansion on areas like the GP area. To make sure that it is used to include trails. 
• Anything that doesn't cost money. 
• Continue giving surveys to see how they need improving. I don't know what they all need, maybe 

just well-kept landscape - if it's applicable. Well-maintained walking paths, keeping areas 
accessible. 

• Extension of trails, and I feel we need more parkland with less building of any kind except for, of 
course, park-like facilities on those properties. 

• I guess, the swim area at Bloedel, I would like to see that improved. And, just what I mentioned 
previously, about mountain bike terrains that are geared towards all levels of capability. 
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• I think just something more to do for kids, so they're not running around the streets. 
• I think make sure that there are sufficient maintenance funds in the annual budget. 
• I think more of them and properly placed, so that people in the northern area have their share - 

which doesn’t affect me. So many green space is what separates us from other places [sic]. And 
multi-use parks where people can do exercises when they run, and more playgrounds. Trails 
where adults and children could stop and do exercises while they run along a trail - exercises like 
stretching and climbing. As an example, the recent building conflict around Lake Padden. Places 
have to be reserved for common use. It's important that not every lot be bought out for 
development. I think the city is going to have to start buying land or wilderness to preserve it. The 
city is going to have to take the hit. It's what makes us unique. And we have to start preserving the 
watershed, or we will not be able to use it. I can see houses along the lake, and I can tell their 
septics are not far enough away from the water, and that will affect recreation. 

• I think one of the problems is clean up, and no enforcement of the park rules. 
• I think that people need parks where the Cordata area is. I read that they would like to have a 

park, and I feel that it is important for them to have a park. 
• I think that there tends to be a modernization of parks, but it hasn't added to the substance of the 

experience. So, I would like more diversity and authenticity added to parks. 
• I think the more important to me is more connectivity, and more at the north end of the city. 
• I think there is plenty of parks, more than is necessary. So, I do not want to see more taxpayer 

dollars go into it. There are other needs that the city has. 
• I would like to ... we have young children, and I would like to see more young children activities, for 

toddlers, in the park. 
• I would like to see more dog access and bigger ... more neighborhood parks. 
• I would like to see the horse trails above Lake Padden extended. I would like to see more 

waterfront parks. 
• I would think that they should just develop what they have, instead of buying more and more. 
• I'd like to know more of what is available. I wish on the home page we could look at what these 

parks offer before we drive there. 
• I'd like to see more enforcement of the smoking policy, or an actual smoking policy. When you 

have little kids, it is difficult going to the parks. 
• It'd be the soccer fields out at Northwest. To use them for more than soccer and that’s it. I think it 

could be more diversified, and it's good that they have the little softball or hardball fields for the 
younger kids. 

• Just general maintenance and upkeep. Places for adults to go where we do not have to worry 
about offending kids or things like that. 

• Just make it bigger. 
• More parks in neighborhoods, so people could walk down to the park, so they don't have to get in 

the car and drive to the park. 
• Mostly related to Cornwall Park, where I walk all the time - this is kind of related to the Frisbee 

golf, the loose dogs running around all the time. And the people that frequent that, drink while they 
do it. 

• No charge, or less charge. 
• Overall, more bicycle focus and access and connectivity. 
• There are the mentioned connectivity [sic]. I would like to see a connection between the Interurban 

Trail and Lake Padden. I would like to see more success stories up from the Squalicum to Mt. 
Baker Trail - the Beta Baker, I think they are calling it [sic]. 

• Well, by park improvement, I was thinking of the swimming pool. So that was what I was referring 
to. 

• Well, I recently went to St. Claire Park, and I was disappointed. 
• Well, not getting rid of some of it would be good. Not disappearing would be a good thing. Since 

we have moved up here, we have seen some disappear and we have had less access, and we 
miss them. Fairhaven Park. 
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Q33: It has been identified that there is not enough parkland in North Bellingham.  
I’m going to read a list of various ways parkland could be increased and I’d like 
you to tell me which two you think would be most important. 
Q33 response: Something else (please specify) 
• A big park, as long as it has a baseball field in it. 
• A fishing area; we'd like to have man-made constructed lakes. 
• A place for four-wheeling and dirt-biking would be nice to see. 
• Do not increase, and fix the ones they got. 
• I am just for anything they do. 
• I am opposed to getting another park up that way. I would like to see some of the parkland cleared 

because we have some available. The first one that comes to mind is the park space up on 
Barkley Boulevard. And, the other thing, is when the city acquires parkland, they need to not buy 
the most expensive land available. They are putting the park up on Squalicum Parkway, which is 
fine, but they bought the land at full value. It is heavy industrial zoning, and it is bad to be putting a 
park there. 

• I don't want a big park or a small park; I want something in between. They need them to be 
medium-sized with more multi-functions. Maybe they could put in a wading pool for something for 
the kids. 

• I never go to there. 
• I really don't see investing so much right now, especially with what they've got to do with the 

waterfront. I'm not interested in investing more money. 
• I think parks adjacent to the schools. I do not understand the larger park, or what that constitutes. 
• I think they should get on the bus and find a park. Anyone who lives on the north-end, south-end, 

east-end. Walk to one. 
• I think they should prune the trees in Cornwall Park. I don't favor any more parks. I would revamp 

Cornwall Park. I would take out the old trees and make it more useable. 
• I think we have enough parks in the city to satisfy the community. 
• I think we have enough parks. 
• I would say maybe it just seems like inner city, there is a lot of parks very close [sic]. But, out of 

the area, there is not a lot. And then, within the outer county, there is only one or two. In northern 
Bellingham there is really only the Northwest soccer and baseball fields. There is really no park in 
that area. 

• I would think it would have to do with libraries and stuff that are more important in the north area. 
• It would be, instead of just several small parks or one large one, I think we should have more of 

both like Whatcom Falls Park. 
• Just more water access. 
• More facilities at the small neighborhood parks. 
• More small neighborhood parks, and maybe some new types. I know there are a lot of creative 

minds in Bellingham. 
• Mow down all houses, so that we aren’t encroaching on wildlife. 
• Parks that reflect the neighborhood, that reflect the interest and the identity of the neighborhood. 
• Require developers to set aside more open space when developing, i.e. higher density housing 

with set aside open space. 
• Take care of what they have. 
• Take the big park idea and make it a little bit smaller, and then do a few community parks. Like a 

pea patch with trails. 
• We have lived in a development where the developer had to put in parks or put in money for the 

parks. And it's the developers should be putting parks in over there. The people that live over 
there, but they didn't care when they bought it and that’s part of the property value, and now they 
want to increase the property value at no cost to themselves and that’s not fair. 

• Why do not people look into the parks that are already existing? 
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CMTBX: The Bellingham Department of Parks and Recreation really values your 
feedback.  Do you have any other comments or suggestions that you would like to 
offer? 
• Add bike parking racks. They should coordinate with city transportation for access to the parks via 

public transportation. 
• Any parks or open areas down on the waterfront; I'd like to see something happening there. I’m 

really enjoying the Taylor Street dock addition. The waterfront access to us is really important. 
• As a mother, I spent a lot of time in parks with my children, and it is important to me for parents to 

have a place to take their kids, sit down with a lunch, and enjoy. 
• As I go around the city seeing all the buildings going up, I always think, "Oh, I hope that they'll 

save some of this land for parks." So, I guess, more parks and more green spaces. 
• Basically, I think we pay too high of taxes for not only parks, but for everything else. 
• Chuckanut Ridge, they need to acquire the ridge to expand and meet their own standard. 
• Civic Field is increasing its charges to the Bellingham high schools - Sehome, Squalicum, and 

Bellingham - and they're pricing them so high that the high schools cannot afford to play their 
games there. Well, soccer games. Football they can, because it brings in a big crowd, but soccer 
doesn't bring in as big of a crowd. So, they're looking for somewhere else to schedule their games, 
like at Whatcom Community College. 

• Fishing tournaments. 
• For indoor swimming, there are times that were you do have access to open lane swimming, but 

the majority of the lanes are taken by a club which mandates a secondary fee. We'd appreciate 
much greater security at the ice rink. 

• I actually use parks closer to where I work on Dupont Street. I walk my dogs on lunchtime and 
breaks. I think it's great they have those little parks for people to use. 

• I am very proud of Bellingham and the care that they take of the parks, and the importance that 
they put in that care of the parks. I feel that Bellingham is a much better city because of its parks 
and trails and outdoor opportunities for outdoor activities. I am very appreciative of the Parks and 
Recs, and the opportunities that they provide for adults and children, even though they do cost 
money. I do not have a problem with that, personally, but I have worked with children who come 
from families who cannot pay, and therefore I would like to see more opportunities for those 
children. 

• I appreciate the number of parks that are already in existence, and I am very concerned about 
property taxes increasing. I'd to fund improvements to parks but it will be difficult, personally. 
Safety is an issue I would use the parks more if I thought they were safer. 

• I appreciate the work they have done. I realize they're short of help sometimes. There’s cleanup 
that needs to be done once in awhile. Other than that, I'm pretty satisfied with what's going on. 

• I do appreciate everything they've done. The Whatcom County parks system has some of the 
most fantastic parks in the state. 

• I do not think there is a need for more parks. If we could just upkeep the ones we have around. 
We do need one at this end of the city, the northeast end of Bellingham. 

• I enjoy the parks. I also like the undeveloped areas, as well. I like watching the wildlife. There is 
one near my home. It has a little path, but the area has remained pretty virgin. If we had some 
parklands that were left undeveloped for the animals, and for people to enjoy in other ways such 
as bird-watching. And not develop all of the lands we have. 

• I feel pretty lucky to be in Bellingham with such a good Parks and Rec program. I appreciate the 
City of Bellingham making the financial commitment to these programs. I think, also, it makes 
Bellingham a desirable place to live. 

• I have dealt with the administrator part, and they are very helpful, very efficient. 
• I know there are all kinds of lake access spots all around the lake, but they are being kept a secret 

by neighboring property owners and the whole reason they were put in there is so that people who 
don’t own lakefront property could have access to. They should put up signage for all public 
access areas. And not have any access that’s inaccessible - that would have to do with Silver 
Beach's locked chain-link fence. 

• I like the thing that they did with Get Set. I guess it was the timing that made it hard to participate. 
The timing and some of the things that I would want to go to, I would need to get childcare and it 
would be difficult for me to do that. Just maybe even little kids' sporting events, fun things for fun. 
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• I love the park system and the trails, and Bellingham is an awesome place to live. 
• I miss lifeguards. I think that should be in the city budget. The city has enough money to pay for 

that, and it's just outrageous that they took that out of there. 
• I really appreciate what they do; I'm close to Loraine Ellis; I really like that. I'm close to Cornwall 

Park that has all the roses. I'm not sure if Squalicum Beach is part of that, but I appreciate it being 
public access. And I really appreciate that they are going to develop their baseball fields off the 
truck route. 

• I really don't understand why places like Whatcom Falls Park and the North Shore have leash laws 
now. It was much nicer to be able to walk your dogs off-leash. It felt like more people had greater 
access and freedom in the parks before the leash law. 

• I really enjoy Boulevard Park, and it's extremely important to me to see that kept up. 
• I really enjoy the trail that they have established by Whatcom Creek. 
• I really want a covered indoor park for the wintertime. It's just too wet out for kids, but it would be 

nice if there was a large warehouse or indoor facility where they could go and play with other kids. 
• I suppose it's a lot to put in water fountains here and there. 
• I think Bellingham does a wonderful job in what they offer in the way of parks. 
• I think Bellingham has a tremendous Park and Rec environment for its size; I've been really 

impressed with it. Just keep up the good work. 
• I think Bellingham is amazing when it comes to their parks and their trail systems. I'd be more 

prone to support the improvement and maintaining of what we have, as opposed to adding new 
stuff. We need to add new stuff for growth, but I think it is very critical to maintain what we have. 
So, add to the interconnecting of the trail systems. Also, it might be good to have, along the trail 
systems, emergency phones as we grow - in case someone is in trouble. Or some type of an 
emergency signal, like a red light. 

• I think I really appreciate what's being done, and I agree that maybe areas of importance would be 
North Bellingham for needing more attention. 

• I think that the parks system needs to continue to expand. Because when my generation is gone, 
the next generation will want to have parks - and we just don’t need to have a Lynnwood here. 

• I think the Bellingham parks are one of the best characteristics of Bellingham that I enjoy. 
• I think the city could budget better by putting money into parks and environmental cleanup, instead 

of painting designs on the city streets. 
• I think the city should not be worried about acquiring land for parks, when they can't really take 

care of the parks they have. 
• I think they are doing a great job with the parks and I always vote for levies for greenways. I’ve 

had a stroke and I don’t get out to use the parks as much as I used to. 
• I think they are doing a great job, I would like to see it get even better. 
• I think they have done a great job, and I think it is time to stop expanding it. It's taking up a large 

percentage of the city budget. 
• I think we have enough parks. Period. You got more when I was a kid around here. 
• I think we have some of the best parks and trails in the state, and it would be nice to have them 

connected for sure. 
• I think you're doing a great job, but I don't want to pay for anymore. 
• I think, overall, Bellingham has an extremely efficient parks department. 
• I think, overall, that we have some beautiful parks in Bellingham and it's very important to keep 

them, and more parks are good. I think one of the nicest things about Bellingham are the parks. 
• I would just like to save Chuckanut Ridge. I am for all parks, and saving as much of the areas as 

we can. The dog parks are great, and I am concerned that the Post Point seems to be going away. 
I do not know what they are doing there, but they keep taking away part of it. I would like to see 
more off-leash dog park areas. 

• I would like to be kept abreast on what areas they are considering to procure for parks. 
• I would like to comment, I think Bellingham has more beautiful parks then anywhere in the country. 
• I would like to see more off-leash dog areas, especially trails. 
• I would like to see, because in the summer the parks are very good and taken care of, in the 

winter everything is closed up. And some of us walk in the winter and would like to see those 
things opened up in the winter. 

• I would say, mostly, that I am satisfied with the maintenance. 
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• I would tend to think at my age, after what I have seen and with the validity of the dangers of 
secondhand smoke, why would a third party have to suffer secondhand smoke in a public facility. 
For the management of off-leash dog areas of parks, explore the possibilities of splitting it into two. 
One area for well-behaved dogs, and one smaller area for not so well-behaved. I would like to add 
that in my 15 years experience of using Cornwall Park, everyone should have equal rights to the 
park areas. But the Frisbee throwers in the park, a good number of them do not show 
conservation for people like me and endangering the safety of dogs. 

• I'd like to have a sidewalk on Electric Avenue that goes down to Lake Whatcom. 
• If they're going to fix anything, they need to keep out the homeless people. They need to do 

something about the teenagers, and kids don't feel safe. They're always up there trying to fight 
with people, and you get robbed. Some of the parks in Bellingham are scary, and I wouldn’t want 
to take my kids there. 

• I'm 100% for the city putting as much money as they can of building up that waterfront where that 
paper mill is. I think that paper mill is the ugliest thing in all of downtown Bellingham. I'm all for 
tearing it down and putting a beautiful condo, shops, but most of all making a greenway area with 
lots of parks and lots of trails. 

• I'm glad they're gathering information; I'm glad they're looking at possibilities. I'm glad they're 
concerned about parks in the north end. 

• I'm not a dog owner, but I think that having more places for dogs to be off their leashes would be 
good. 

• In our part of town, to go for a walk could be hazardous to your health, or to go for a bike ride. 
There is no shoulder and a drop-off. 

• In this particular neighborhood, there is triangle areas that the Parks Department is to maintain, 
where three streets meet, and often in the summer the shrubs grow and it is a traffic hazard - near 
Broadway and Summer. Something that’s irritating is when the city suggests that neighbors can do 
it, but the Parks Department is its duty; that’s the reason why we pay them to do it, and we want 
the Parks Department to maintain what they already have before starting anything new. 

• It is just good to keep up the parks. This park, Boulevard, is used by so many people - runners, 
walkers, mothers, elderly, and well, everyone. And we have music in the summertime, which is 
great. 

• It shows that the city cares when you actually call to find out what the community thinks and it 
shows that you're not too bureaucratic. 

• Just maybe to do more bike etiquette. Maybe do an article in the newspaper about how you can 
be more bike-friendly on the trails, so that we can share the trails together - the walkers and the 
bikers - and neither one of us would feel like we're imposing on each other. 

• Just that I think that the parks system we have already is one of the best features of Bellingham, 
and the people are already doing a great job with the parks that we have. Any expansion of it is 
going to make Bellingham a better place to live. 

• Just that the parks and access to natural areas are a major reason that I moved here. 
• Just that we need to improve bicycling paths on the streets or along the streets. 
• Just the fact that we love our parks and we feel very fortunate to live in such a park-friendly place, 

and we use them all the time. 
• Keep doing what you're doing, Paul. You're doing a great job. 
• Keep up the good work. 
• Keep up the good work. 
• Keep up the good work. There's one marker down on Mud Bay that is not appropriate to the park 

at the base of Fairhaven Avenue. It's not classical like Bellingham is; it doesn't go with the feel of 
Bellingham. It's almost comical. It has cartoons, big bows of battleships and marines landing and 
helicopters; it's hysterical - there were no helicopters back then. It's horrible. It doesn't really meet 
the tone. It's not just like the other things Bellingham Parks and Recreation does, to that caliber of 
quality. 

• Maybe, just that they have been doing a good job of developing parks and trails. But there could 
always be room for improvement. 

• More multi-use playing fields. 
• More off-leash dog parks, please. 
• My kids, they are pre-school aged, and they use the indoor soccer fields and the Bellingham Bay 

gymnastics - which is currently for sale - and I just know it is hard to get into the facility based on 
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numbers. So, if one goes under there would be a shortage based on need. So there is a need for 
indoor activities for preschool-aged children - aside from the Bloedel open gym, which targets 
toddlers instead of preschoolers. The facility of the Sportsplex is great, but I don't know if they 
could do anything about the lighting. It's very gloomy, and it is hard on the eyes. 

• My suggestion would be a city map of Bellingham, where it shows the parks, and along the back it 
could have the amenities and descriptions of the parks. 

• No buildings on Chuckanut Ridge. No houses, no apartments, no condos. 
• Not so many nasty signs at dog owners, and more control of small children who run up to dogs 

and cause trouble for the dogs. I am not suggesting that children be kept on a leash, but there 
needs to be more control. Be a little fair to dog owners. 

• One comment I have is that I know a lot of the employees of the parks, since I am an employee of 
the city, and they do a good of keeping the parks up. Especially Bloedel Donovan and Whatcom 
Falls Park. 

• One, I would like Georgia Pacific turned into a public park. And, two, increase access for 
wheelchairs. Sometimes it's very difficult. 

• Only that what you have is wonderful. 
• Overall, I think they do a really, really good job. 
• Put more lifeguards out at Bloedel Donovan. They don't have any at all. They took them away. 
• Put more money in the fixing up the parks and less on the trails, and not add in more parks. 
• Quit mowing the grass in the rain, because it does not work. You can change the days. 
• Save the 100 Acre woods. I think it is important. It's a top priority for Bellingham to maintain all of 

the green space around Chuckanut Drive. 
• Southside needs additional parks for the new school, because we're really crowded for soccer 

fields. We need to add more parks and fields in that area. 
• Thank you for doing this and getting input; I think it's cool. 
• The city needs to continue to allow boat access on Lake Whatcom. The city needs to move from 

buying land for more parks to maintaining the parks they have, and having new developments put 
in park areas that the city could take over, rather than creating more costs and more parks on their 
own. 

• The main focus should be to providing services to children. The Parks and Recs are accessible to 
low-income families [sic], and diversity for those programs is important. 

• The only thing I would like to offer is that I hope that Bellingham would inspire the community to 
look at their parks as their most valuable assets. And hopefully people would keep them clean. 
There are some who use the parks, but they are not respectful of the parks. I'd like the community 
to inspire the population to respect the wonderful parks that we have and take care of them. That 
means that they are personally responsible for keeping them clean, picking up after themselves. 

• The only thing I'd like to see at our park, Birchwood Park in Cedarwood, across the street is a 
light. We have traffic all day and night, and I think if we had a real nice light in the parking lot it 
would help. 

• The safety issue. I would like to see some safety improvements made on the parks and trails for 
runners and walkers. 

• The supervision at the ice skating rink is terrible. It is a free-for-all. The kids that they have, that 
work there, are the worst of all. Their lack of supervision and safety is a big concern. Also, Bloedel 
Donovan - actually all of the beaches - there should have a mandatory 'No feeding the ducks or 
geeses' [sic]. It is a big problem with all of the fecal matter in the wading area. The number one 
priority should be to protect Chuckanut Ridge, and to incorporate it into Fairhaven Park and the 
Interurban Trail. There needs to be crosswalks connecting Broadway Park, specifically across 
Cornwall. That is another safety concern. 

• The survey is too long. 
• There is a parcel of land over on the north or northeast side of Cornwall Park, it is the old horse 

farm, and it has been for sale for years, and the city should buy that to extend Cornwall Park. 
• They do a really good job. I just appreciate their efforts. 
• To have as much programs for kids. They have a good parks department. They need to consider 

parent needs for kids in daycare. 
• To try and work to eliminate so much of the muddiness, even on the trails. And lighting for safety, 

especially when it gets to trail connectivity, those aren’t well-lit. As the population continues to 
grow and use more of the trail system, safety becomes more of an issue. 
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• We are very pleased with the trail system in particular, with the parks and how much open space 
there is. 

• We have the best Parks and Rec Department anywhere in the United States that I know of. We 
have more trails per capita than anywhere I know. 

• We moved here 30 years ago, and we've always been thrilled with the parks and the trails. I just 
think we have a wonderful parks system. 

• We really like the dog parks, and we use them every week. 
• We'd like to see the Fairhaven Highlands bought by the city. 
• Well, I am curious that the Fairhaven Highlands is not on the survey. I would not have been 

supportive of it if it were on the survey, but it is a prominent issue relating to Bellingham parks. 
• We're really pleased with Bellingham, and we think this a beautiful place where we are from; we 

like the idea of off-leash areas. 
• What I want to see is a balance. I live on the Southside. I enjoy parks on the Southside. We need 

to get parks on the North Side. 
• You know what, Lake Whatcom Park. If they could take out one or two trees, because it is always 

sunny and there is always not a lot of space where there is some. So there is not a lot of places to 
go and set up your barbeque. And they are under the trees, barbeques and stuff like that. 

• You know, the thing that comes to mind when you say that is regulating the dogs. I think I would 
like to see dogs under control of their owners. I have a dog who is always on a leash and she is 
very skittish about other dogs running up to her. Some of the dog owners are not following dog 
leash laws and not paying attention to their dogs, and it is getting worse. I spoke to the park 
people and they stated that they do not regulate that, the Humane Society is supposed to do that. 
There are signs stating it, but no one is paying attention to the signs. I like the fenced-in dog leash 
areas, though. It is difficult if you have a difficult dog. 
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